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ABSTRACT 

In part X the varieus lll&theds ef dete1'min1ng the energy 

d.1st~1butions ot electrene are described. Reasens are given t•r 

tbe choice et a sem1•c1rcular focusing spectregraph. The con

atruction of the magnet, the spectrograph b•x, the field measuring 

devioes and the coincidence Geiger-Muller oeunters are given in 

~•ns1derable detail. 

In part II the experimental energy d1str1but1ona et the 
13 22 32 

f'h o, I 1 Ba , P • and Ra E nuclear electrons are described. In 

add1t6en the distribution of the internally eenverted electrons fr4tm. 

the Th Pb 2.62 mev gamma ray and et the secondary electrons from 
13 22 

the gamma r,ya ot B and Na are given. The connection between 

these gamma rays and the eemplexity of the Beta spectra is discussed. 

In those cases where an 1ndependant estimate ef the energy et the 

rad1••act1ve transformation is available there seems to be a dis• 

crepancy between this 1ndependant estimate and the experimental 

value tor the end point et the centinuous beta spectra.- Several . 

pessible explanations of these discrepancies are discussed. 

In the appendix the calculations ef the distribution ot 

the internally converted electrons from the Th Pb gamma ray a.re 

given. 



lN'I'HO DUC'l'l ON 

The energy distribution of the electr~ns emitted from 

the nucleus of radio-actl ve bodies has beens tudied for over 

twenty years. 'l'he general pr·oper' ties of this distribution 

have been aiscovered fr:Jm the spectra of the rm.tural radio

active bodies. Thus it is well established that the distri

bution is rontinuous (1), tnat there is an upper limit to the 

energy of the ele ctrons emitted ( 2), and that t.l::e maximum number 

of electrons is emitted at an energy vh ich is roughly 1/2 or 

1/6 of the maximum energy. In addition it has been established 

through the m tural radio-active bodies th&t the. apparent 

maximlLin energy of the electron is the energy vhlch is liberated 

in the nuclear transformation t3). 

Along \ii th the discovery of the arttficial radio-activity 

and of positron emission came several rn w conmlicati ons in 

the m. tll' e of these beta-ray spectra. These effects are also 

exhibited, _Ln some cases, by tne spectra of the· m tural 

radio-active bodies. 

in the first place it appears th2t in many cases tne spectra 

are not simple spectra, that is, instead ,)f leaving only one 

nucleus they may 1 euve several different struct ;res often 

differing in several miLlionvolts energy. 'lihis energy is 

subsequently liberated either as a gamma ray or as discrete 

groups of fj -rays from the ato1nic shells. 

ln the second place, 1 t appears that the probBb Lli t;y of 

beta-d.lsintegra tion is not connected in a unlq_ue way with the 

maxlmum energy of the transf,-'rmation and , 1th the atcmic num-
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ber of the radio-acti. ve element, but th~it instew) there seem 

to be certain more or less 11 forbldden" (4) transitt ons which 

take place • 

.Ln the third pl ace, the energy at which the maxlmum mun

ber of electrons is emitted, or what we will call the -peak 

of the distribution,is not a constant fraction of the maximum 

energy, but the relative posl tion of peak and up·per limit 

depencis on the upper limit, the at,:::imic nu,'TI.ber, the sign 

of the emitted particle, etc. 

Lastly, the simple thec;ry of beta decay of Fermi and 

Konopinsky and Ohlenbeckt5) leads to an expression :fir> the 

shape of the beta ra-y spectra in terms of the atomic number 

and u;.:per limit. 'I1he experimental sha:pes do not agree in 

detai 1 with the theoretlcal shapes. '11he disagreement is 

not uniform, but is very minor in so me cases c=ind very aggra

vated in others. 

Theref re, it has seemed advisable to systematically 

study the shapes of beta-spectra and to determine as far as 

DO~> sible ho,, these shapes varied with: 

1) Upper limit energy. 

2) Sign of the emitted particle. 

3) Atomic number of the emi-::timr element. 

4) Gamma rays associated ,,:_th the beta ray decB_y. 

5) 'l'he probability of' the radio-active transition. 

and to detc.;rmine if there is a dlstribution which '"e c 1 >Uld 

call simple, that is, a dis tri bu ti on whl ch does not deoend 

on acce~;s ::ry properties ·.)f the radio-actl ve ele;nent, but in 
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a sLmple way on 1, 2, 3 above. 

The beta radio.ective transformations constitute only one 

type of nuclear reaction. 'l'he same element can often be made 

different ways, one involving beta decay and the others the 

emission of a proton or an alpha pa> ticle. Thw:/it is often 

possible to obtain an independent estimate ofthe total energy ... 

expended in a beta transformation frnm the masses of the 

nuclei involved. .in some cases we should fin(j the same excited 

states in the nuclei involved in beta transformations as 

are found with the heavy p8r ti cle re actions. 

Yet, al though the determination of the endpoint of beta 

ray spectra is essentlal to the completeness of nuclesr chemis-

try, we hope in additi ~)n that a study of the shape of these 

sriectra will throw mo:ce light on the nuclet=tr nro cesses 

involved in radio-actlve transforlr;at,ions. 

In this thesis we describe tne a'·;paratus for determining 

the beta J.ay distrLbution and give the results of a few 

preliminary eX"t)c:J iment s cm the spectra of Th C-C 1 , Na22, 

1\: lo -h>., F 
l' ' H!:i '-"' 

The results that we have obtained do not 

answer any of the above questions definiteJy. In the case 

2·' . 13 of Na c., and N the positron spectra are c·1mnlex, and we 

have therefore begun an examination 'Jf the r -rays of these 

two elements. 



Part I 
A.i:'P A.RAl' US 

ln measuring the energy of electrons, use is made of the 

fact that they are deflected by a mag;1eti c f 1 eld and thst, when 

travelling perpendicular to the f"ield, they travel in a circle 

of radius p such th&t Hp is proportional to the momentum of 

the electron. 

H -p 
M 
e. 

'rhere are several wa;1s cf mBking use of U1is fact to deter-

mine the mJmenturn: 

1) Deflection snd observation in a cloud charn-

ber. (6) 

2) A large scaLe electron microscope. (7) 

3) 'Irocholdal fo Ct<sing. ( 8) 

4) Semi-clrcular focusing. (9) 

We have adopted the last of these methods. 

Vihen the cloud chamber i.s used as a spectrograt:Jh as well 

as a detect:_:ir, the cloud chamber ls plGced bet1>en tvrn Helm-

holz col ls in such a wa-;;1 tirn.t the magnetic f Leld is perpendi-

cul8.r to the plane of the chamber. 'l'he cl rc11lar tracks are 

then photograr:ned. This method suffers chiefly frc~ two 

defects; since the electrr)DS of all energ Les e~1ter the chamber 

at once, it is im,osslble to examine carefully the usper end 

of the spectra. f.ny so1J.rce hich is strong enough,. to give 

an ac_,r;reciable number of tracl-::s flt the upper end wi1l give 

off tnOLJ.S&Tids more tracks at a lower energy and thtis fog 

the ctwmber. ~econdly, ~rice the electrons travel through 
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the gas of the chamber they may suffer many small angle 

deflections. 'l1hese introduce errors lnto the curvature methods. 

The advantage of the cloud chamber is that it is possible to 

choose the tracks and discard those vh ich rave buuneed or been 

deflected through a large angle. 

In the electron microsco,Je the electrons travel down a 

long tube. At each end of the tube is a c:Jil which produces 

a lens shaped field inside the tube. 'l'he coil near the 

source rmKes the electrons of a given energy tr8vel parallel 

down the tube and the lens at the other end focuses the elec-

trons on a detector. A stop must be put along the axis 

of the tube. In some cases the tube is bent 2_nd the elec-

trons are made to follow the bend by applying a homogeneous 

magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the bend. 

The ctisaavantages of thls type of spectrogranh is that 

it must have a very long tube in order to focus electrons of 

severaJ million vo 1 ts. lViany small angle ~leflections can take 

place in the long tube, thus s ;oiling the intrinsic resc,lu-

tion of the apparatus. Its advantages are its intrinsic 

high resolving :Jower arni the large solici angle subtended by 

the s rjurce. 

In the rre thod of trochoidal focusing the electrons travel 

through an inhomogeneous field and are at the same tlme made 

to tr·avel in a semi-circle. This method has very poor 

resolution ani so could not be used to get an accurate deter-

mination of the shape of the beta ra-y spectra. It is however, 

very s~mple and co ivenient and makes use of a remar!{ably 

high solia angle. 



In the metlE•d ot semi-circular focusing the electrons 

are bent in a semi-circle from the source to the detector. 

The method does not really focus the electrons accurateJy, 

yet electrons which leave the so·lrce w L th an angular sepsra -

tion of about ten ciegrees, arrive at the detector fairly close 

together. The sep&ration at the detector varies only as 

( 1 - cos e ) oc: -ft 2, where f3 is the angular separation of the 

electron paths at the S,)urce. This method suffers. chlefly 

from this limitation on the solid angle. It also suffers 

from the fact tht>t some electrons may be scattered lnto the 

detector. However, since high resolution can be obtained 

and high accuracy in measurements of Hp are possible the 

method seemed most desirable. Certain precautions can be 

taken against scattering. Many radio-active bodies can be 

made wi.th suff .c.cient intensity to overcome the limitation of 

the solia angle. 

An electron detector must be; used in con;1unction with 

the above tyr:'es of spectrographs. There are flve types 

of instruments for detecting electrons, 

1) The measurement of the charge trarn ferred 

by the electrons directly. The Faraday 

cylinder works on this method. 

2) Measurement of the ionization produced by 

electrons in an ionization chamber coupled 

with an electroscope or electrometer. 

3 )- De.tection, of the electrons in a clcud chamber 

io ccniunction 
/with 3J me O'Gfter type of spectrograph. 

4) Photographic plates. 

5) The trigger action which the ionization of 
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an electron produces on the c )rona discharge 

or a gas condensor. 

We obviuusly cannot make a choice of detector without 

some knowledge of the type of spectrograph and of the size 

and properties of the sources available. 1/Vith the spectro

graph which we have bu.il t the solid angle is about 1 in 500, 

while the width of the slits is such that the Hp spread that 

is measured is about 2 percent of the total Hp. 

Let us consider how many electrons per minute are available 

from the following sources: 

1) The internal ro nversion of tbe 2.6 mev gamma 

ray of 'fh. Pb. The sources available at 

the California Institute of Technology have 

an alpha p0rticle activity of about 0~1 

millicur:L e. 

2) The bombardment of· carbon with 10 M.a of 1 

mev dsuterons, producing radio-active nltro-

gen, 10 M-a of 1 mev deuterons are available 

from the pressure Van de Graph in the high 

voltage laboratory. 

3) The ra.dium E which can be collected from 

1000 me. of rRdon. This amount of radon 

is readily available from the r~don plant 

in Kellogg since as much as 300 me. of radon 

can be collected at a single oumping. 

The following consideration will give the order of magnitude 

of' the effects from the above sou.rces. 
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TH •. PB. INTERNAL (l) HVEhSlON. 

Sources available .l me of ~-particle activity 

rlumber of Th Pb ('rays per 

J.. -particle 

Number of rA_-parti cl es per 

mlr1. per me. 

Internal Conversion coefficient 

Solid angle 

1/3 

2. ;j 

1.8 

2.0 

x 109 

x io-3 

x lo- 3 

Counts to be expected per minute 

0.1 x 2.3 x io~ x i.s x lo-3 x 2 x lo- 3 x 1/3 

::: 276 electrons per minute 

POSITRONS FR~~ HADIO-NIThOGEN. 

Current of deuterons 

Number of deut.eruns per minute 

Approx. cross-section for 

formation of Nl3 at 1 mev 

Acprox. effectlve layer of 

10 )!...IA.. 

10 x 60 x 7 x iol2 

Carbon 1 cm air equivalent 

Approx. effectj_ve layer of 

Carbon contains 

Solid angle . 

Approx. fraction of total 

number of positrons col-

lected by slit at the 

6.1 

6.1 

2 x 

peak of the distribution .02 

x 1021 x .0012/12 ~ 

x 1017 carbon atoms. 

lo-3 

Counts to be expected per mlnute ~3t the pea;( of als tr:L:t>ution. 
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lo x 60 x 7 x 1012 x 0.1 x 1017 x lo-25 x 2 x 103 x 2 x 10-2 

= 109_9. posl trons per m lnute 

RECOIL ELEC'fRON:S FROIVI A HYFO'rE.1.:,;'l'lCAL 1 MEV GAtvlfvlA RAY EtdT'l'ED 

ONCE Pfm DiSll'.J'rEGRATION BY TH.b: ABOVE NI'fR.GGEi~ SOURCE. 

Range of energies co1lected by slit 

at 1 mev 20 kev 

' Loss of energy in Pb. for electrons 

of l mev 

Photoelectric absorbtioh coefficient 

1.1 mev/gr/cm2 

.19/gr/cm2 

Counts to be expected 

lo x 60 x 7 x 1012 x io- 25 x 6.1 x io17 x 2 x lo-~ x ~ 

.19 x 2 x 104/1.1 x 10° 
ft.-T;,-

- 85 roeoll electrons Rer m!D:!::lte. 

RADIUM E ELEC'rR01~S. 

After about two WcJeks 1000 me. of radon, (half-life 

3.7 days) will have decayed to Ra D (half-life of 

:::;5()0 years ) After ten days or so the number of 

Ra E dislntegr&tion, (half-life 4 days) is equal to 

the number of Ra D disintegrations. '11 0 calculate 

the nu..rnbc~;r 01' Ra D disintegrutions vve must take 

the nu.'11ber of Rn disintegrations per minute and mul

ti ply this by 

half-life. 

'/'' 5 4 CJ o x 103 x 

the 

'l'hus 

3.o 

ratio 

the rs 

x 102 

i' rtnl "'\ haD' where 'f is the 

are 3.8 x 107 x 60 x 103 x 

Ra E disintegrations/min. 

Again taking the solid angle 6f 2 x io-3 and uslng 

the fact that :)nly two percent of the total n imber 

of electrons are co~lected, there will be 760 

counts/minute at the peak of the Gi<'tributlon. 
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Thus it seen:s that we will be able to get some so 1rces 

oi' contlnu;_:us beta rs.;ys which will give us from 3fC to a .few 

thc.-trnand electr;J:1s per minute at cur detector, ;;nd th~,t i.f 

these s c) 1rces lrnve gamma ra;ys we will get frnm 50 to 500 

recoil or internally converted electrons per minute. 

ifow if we look at the energy '-dstributi onei thBt have been 

obtained by otner observers ~e fthd that the intensity within 

l percent of the u =)per limit of the spectra is about O. 25 

percent of the intensity of the peak, so that if we hope to 

measure the energy of the u per limit to 1 percent we will, 

-,vi t._c:1 trie sources available, have to be able to detect from 

one to ten electrons per minute. 

Obviously any direct measurement of the ch13rge collected 

is impractical. To obtain a microvolt \; l. th one G1e ctron 

the v1nole detect,Jr would have to have a capacity of 0 .1 cm 
an 

and even v/Lth/lnsulatlon resistance separating the plates 

P" of the detectr__;r of 10 '---' ollias there W'mld be a le.ak of one 

ele ctr~:n per ml nut e. 

It is likewise impractical to detect the ionization of 

a sL ngle electron by meB.ns of an ioni ;;atlon chamber and 

am:::ilif ier. The limit of the sensitivit~ of such a detector 

is almo0t reached in the detect ion of protons which hrc:Jve an 

ionization from 50 to 500 times as large as that of the electron. 

'Ihe limitations on this method are agaln in -- art d 1.J.e to the 

small capaci t:y of the ionization chs1nber required, but more 

fundarnenta .ly to the statistical fluctuation in the filament 

emission of the vac1uun tubes and to tne Johnson (10) effect 

ol' the high resLst,3!_1ces necessar~y for th0 e:;r.Ld leak of the 
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first stu_ge. 'l'hese fluctu_ations produce a noise v:hlch is 

as great as that produced by the electrons in the ionization 

chamber. 

Al though an electroscope of the Lauri ts en ( 11) ty'e, ;,;hi ch 

measures the ionization of electro11s vvi thout vaCULlill tubE:; 

ampliflcatLm, has a very small capacity it takes come-hundred 

of volts to separate the f'ibers. 'rherefore, the ionization 

produced ,'Jdy a few el@.ctruns causes a ver-y small def le_ction 

v1hich is romp1:-1rable vdth the thermal and mechanical changes 

which are bound to take place vv ith such an Instrument. :r<~ven 

if these spurious effects could be eliminated the insrrwnent 

would not be suitable for c_mr purpose,since the time necessary 

to produce a measurable aeflection of the fibre \'.' x1ld exclude 

the use of radlo- active Ru 11rces with the same initial inten0 l ty 

v.rhich deca;/ rapidly. vvh6n a radio-active substance is formed 

frJm a long lived parent substance its maximum activity is 

equal to the activity of the perent substance, but the tota 1 

nwnber of radio-act ~c ve a tom~ pre sent vri 11 be proportional to 

its half life. 

'11he photo graphic pl ste aLfords a very CD nvenLent method 

of rre asurng- electron intensL tles. It re·-~uires ver~' little 

aux:i.liary a;_paratus arnl can be left 'Ni thout a~~justmentor care C-

for ver·y long times. Furthermore it is poi:.:s1ble to record 

the intensity at several values of p, 8.Dd thus of Hp, for the 

same field setting. 

However, the intensity o1' the s011rces available prohibits 

the use of the photographic method for our vwrk. To make 

a visible blackening, loa - 10? electrons pc:;r sq. cm. must 
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fall on the plate. 'l1hus it would be co:mpletely impossible 

to examine weak sources. 

'Ehere are normally 105 - 106 grains developed wl thou t 

exposure. If these grains are removed, vv'i thout fiJ\i ng, and 

the plate redeveloped without any exposure, a::1other 10-5 - 106 

grains.are developed. 1'hus even a microscopic examlnati·~'n 

of the plate will be of no avail until it has been exnosed 

to 10~ - 106 electrons. For high energies (greater than 2 

million volts) the sensitivity of the photographic plate is 

even small er because more electrons must then fall on the 

pl ate to make a graln developable. 

I'hus al trL)ugh some of the ne tluds described are not with

out possible a~·;Jlication L) our problem,· in evory case they 

would mean stretching the sensi ti vi ty beyond the ;ol11.t which 

is pract~cal ana reliable. 

Therefore, we h e.ve .dee ided to U.5 e the trigger type of 

dete.ctor, a Geiger pr.:;lnt or wlre counter. In t:te Gieger-

NluLLer (12) wire oounter there is a cylindrical metal cathode 

and an axial wire with a potential difference of abiut 1000 

volts betw~en them. The m w'lt er is gas filled and the 

ionization produces a small and short corona (lischarge. 

V;fi th the proper counters a;1.d an e le ctr lcal clrcui t this dis

charge stops in about io- 4 or less seconds. The discharge 

can be made to prod1J.ce a large change of voltage on the grid 

of a vac urn tube. The details of the voltages and counters 

and am.r::.lifier wiLL be described later. Here we wc-J_nt simply 

to point out the advantages and disadvantages of the rre thod. 
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One disadvantage of the method is inherent in the fact 

that it detects the icJnization rather· than the electrr.n itself. 

rrherefore the count er chamber must contain some gas arri must 

thus be separated from the soectrograph itsel1' by a thin 

foil. Thus the re is always a lower limit to the energy 

of the electrons which can be detected. 

SeccJndly, al though the ef ftciency of the counters. is high, 

and can be made to be ab,rnt 95 percerit, this effl ci ency is 

to some extent a function of' trrn v:J 1 tage on the counters 

and the pressure of the gas in the counters. Thbrefore, 

these quantities must be kept reasonably c:o ns tm1t. The 

degree to which the v:J 1 tage must be kept constant depends 

on the counters. Some have a "plateau" in their vo 1 tage-

sensitivity curve which is as Rreat as 100 or mo:rB volts, 

while in others this plste~u is negligeble. Although there 

are some understandable rules for trie constr,1ction of counters, 

they are famous for their erretic behaviour. 

'l'hirdly, in Gieger CD unters, as in the ins trurnents we 

have descrlbed, the cosmic radiation, local radlo-activity 

and tre r-ra)'S from the source are detected as WS 1.1 as the 

effect we are mercsuring. Since the "background" is subject 

to statistical fluctuations, it ls difficult to measure effects 

which are orders of magnitude smaller. 'rhe 11 background 11 varies 

considerably, but is about 1 c.unt per minute per cc. of 

VcJlume of the counter. Since it is C1ifficult to make extremely 

small counters work reliably, the backgr iunds are us ua Lly 15 

to 30 counts per minute. 1rrms for a background of 20 per 

mj_nute v·;e must take a 3~J mtnute ru.n, to be 80 percent certain 



that a count. of 21 per minute is not a stat_l.stical f j uctua-

tion. 

However, tl1.Ls bac;,ce;r0und can be COtlS1clerubl-y reuuced if 

we meAsure only t:wse eleetr:ns wt1ich r:01re tr,,,vellirrn: in given "-"' , __ 

direction. This directional sensitivity can be obtained 

by meast1ri ng ,;nly the coincldences between tw,) en' more counters. 

The definition of· the direction and thus tne lowering of the 

background is greatest .,,hen the two coincidence counters are 

far apart. However, since the electr,~ms emerging frc_im the 

s~ectrograph are emerging with an angular separatL011 of 

about ten 0egrees, it is not p~actical to defl~e the direction 

more precisely -Chan ten oegrees. 'Thus for our p11rpose the 

use of coincidences recluces the background to ab.mt 4 per minute. 

1Ji th tlL s backgr,;uCtci we can be 80 oercent certain that a count 

oi' 5 per· minute is real after 6 minutes. 

'l'his discLrnsL:m may give a sumev1.i:H•t misleading imuression 

of the ease with vvhich accur:1te res,1lts crL:-1 be c)bt~iinecl. 

l t should be p_, u1ted out th8t 11 80 percent certain H is not 

very certain, ancJ ttrnt any stati::itical disctJ~sion presupnoses 

the const8ncy of all non-random effects, such as the value 

of the mag11e tl c fl eld :.=md the sens i tl vi ty of the counters. 

T'hese more or less CfLtali tatlve c 1nslderatiions determined 

uur ch,_;ice of spectr;::igraph and detector to semi-circular focLrn-

ing a1rt Geiger-Muller counters respectively. 
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APf'ARATUS 

Constr-tction 

'rhe Spectrograph consists of 

1) An electro-magnet to deflect the electrnns. 

2) An evacuated. chamber or box thrc;ugh which 

the electrons travel. 

3) Geiger-Nlull er coincidence com1ters. 

·rhe Magnet 

The dlmenslons and the shape of tJ1e magnet Hre sh,wm in 

Figure 1. The maximu.111 field obtainable with the 2t inch 
With a li" gap, the field is about 3000 gauss. 

gap is about 2200 gau,ss,/ With a radius of cc1rvat11re of about 

19 cm. we can focus electr)ns of 13 and 18.5 mev with the 

large and small gaps res 01e cti vel-y. 

' As the dispersion of a spectrograph depends ro lely on 

the product Hp, and the resolution on the arrangement of sllits 

and on the source size, these factors do not enter into the 

considerations oflthe slze of the magnet. Two factors 1.nfluence ~ 

us to reduce thls size, 1) the difficulty of pro duclng 

enough flux to maintain a uniform field over a ltl-rge area, 

and ~) the linear reducti __ n of the SJ llcl angle with the 

rad:L us of c11rvature. fhe fact that thLs redtction is linear 

is aue to the focucing properties of the spectrograph. 

On the other hsnd, it is poc:;slble t·~) shield the cr_mnters 

frum the garnrna rays given off by the SOLlrce only if tre 

Sfiectrograch is s1_f'f.icLently large. 1Iith a source that gives 

about 70 recoil electrons per minute, if we assume an Bbsorb-

tion coeffLcient of 0.4 cm-1, we wo:.i.ld g~~t ten quanta per 

minute at a dis tare e of- thirty cm. through thirty cm. of Pb. 
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In tl1e second place, ';•ith a. long patn lenp;th, it is more li1·"ely 
scattered by 

that electr:n1S w::1ich are / , the slits ne2r the source 

will finally be deflected so as not to reacL tne counter. 

It is, however, primarily ln order to be able to remove the 

source from thecounters that we heve sacrificed the s~ilid 

angle and have made a fairl;y large s· ectrograph with a p 

of 19 cm. Not only the gamma rays actually prod1xced- by the 

source, but in the case of continuous bombardment, the X-rays 

and eloctrl.ca1 dLsturbances at the target can thus more easily 

be lrnpt from affecting the counters. 

11.'he area over wh:..ch the fl eld must be unii'orm can be 

ma teria_: ly reduced b~ lLmi ting the pole pieces to the paths 

thet the electrons will follow. Dr. E. Lyman (13) at the 

Univer~ t:'l 01' California, had made such a m§3:gnet and had 

found that the fleld was suffj_ciently uniform. 

pieces of our spectrograph are pieces of· Armco electrolytic 

iron 2 inches thick and bounded by concentric semi-circles 

of 23 and 15 cm. radius. 'rhe Armco iron was used for the 

pole faces because its extreme purity eliminates the possi-

bility of th6 local variations of the magnetic pe~meabllity. 

The rest ofthe magnet is made of mild steel. 

1rhe area of the pole faces is about 680 cm2, while the 

area of the core is onl'Y about 200 cm2. It is important 

that tbis difference be large for the shape of the lines of 

force near the edges of the gap, and thus the edge correction 

to the mgnetic field will change with the field ti' the pole 

~ieces are allowed to approach saturation. 'l'he shape of the 
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lines of force ne&r the edges of the pole pieces will change 

only slightly with the field, until, near saturation the per-

meabi li ty apr_,roaches unity. The fact that the core of the 

magnet limits the flux and thus prevents the saturat:l on of 

the pole pieces guarantees the proportionality of Hp with the 

H that is measured at only one point of the field. 

In order that the field be uniform along the path- of 

the electrons the pole pieces mu.st be strictly parallel. 

ivhen they are maue parallel to within a mil, we have verified that 

the 1"ield along the 19 cm. radius varies by less than 1 part 

in 500 to within o cm. of' the ends. 

The field varies by ~') percent or 4 percent over the width 

of the pole pieces, that is, from the inside to tt_s outside 

radius. However, here again, the field is constant to 

wl thin 1 part ln 500 over a central region of 4 cm. '11here-

• fore, in designing the box, the path of the electrons was 

kept Within these f:::;ur cm. 

This is shown in fig. 5. 

The END <D H.h'.ECTIONS due to the fact tl18t the fteld drops 

off at both ends of the electron path, thet is, at the source 

and at the counter, caL1not be neglected. However, Hartree 

(14) has shown that by using the integral ff-=,.L.H.J.i.. 

we obtsin an average field for the whole path. The non-

unifor.mi t;J of about 1 percent is only over about 6 percent 

of the path length so that the Hartree correction will be 

small if not negligible. .However, as men ti oned before, the 

change in shape of the lines of force at the edges will not 

be very great, therefore the variation in the Hartree correction 
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at different flelds wil· be altogether neg! iglble. V'ie m ve 

not used the Hartree integral '00 calculate the field, but 

s lmply have used its exls tence to justify our procedure of 

calibrating the Hp of the spectrograph by measurting·H 

at only one point in the fleld. We have used the inte rnelly 

cunverted electron of the Th. Pb gamma ray whose Hp is 10,000 

to effect this calibration. 

The following table shovJs sorae of the in"portent feat!_l_res 

of the magnet. 

Mild Steel lProperties) 

H Bmax 

Bmax 

Magnet 

18,000 gaus 

150 gaus 

120 

Table 1 

Area of cross section of core and columns 

Area of pole feces 

Dlux at r~ .[' ···max 18,000 x 200 

Field in gap at Bmax (no stray field) 

lVlagneti c reslstance of core and columns 

Magnetic res ls tance of 2~1t gap 

Total resistance, R 

200 cm2 

680 2 cm 

3.6 x 106 gaus 

5,300 gaus 

5.4 x lo- 3 

7.4 x lo-3 

1.28 x 10-2 

cm2 
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rI'able 1 ront. 

Coil 

Nwnber of turns 1350 

Hesistarc e 1.83 ohms 

Maximum current without overheating 30 amps 

4.85 x -104 41fn1- ~ 1/10 x 30 x 13SO x 4 

Flux at maximum current 3.8 x 106 gaus cm2 

The Evacuated Box 

Fig. 5 gives the details of the box for the ·spectrograph 

that we are usiag. 

Its essential features are: 

1) An entram e for the electrons at the source 

and an exit sllit for the electron at the 

counter. 

2) An essential defining s;lit near the. source 

and a few baffles to heln keep the scattered 

electrons from reaching the counters. 

3) Alurnlnum facing to reduce the scattering 

of the electrons vvhich hit the edges of the 

baf .i.'les and the sides or the box. 

4) A means of evacm ting the box. 

5) A means of measuring the field near the 

path of the electrons. 

6) A gate to keep the emitted electrons from 

reaching the source when necessary. 

'l'he source holder is made of aluminum. The inner 
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alwninum ring can be screwed so as to clamp a cellophane 

window. ~lilei:eource may be placed either above or below 

the cellophane window. Since this window slows the electrons 

down and, at low energies of 100 or so Kev, actually absorbs 

some of them, it is best to put the source in the vacuum 

under the cellophane. However, for short life sources this 

is impractical. During the time taken to pump ciown the box, 

the source will decay. 

The slit pieces and baffles are thicker than re cessary 
i 

for most of th~work tho t we hav,e done. However, they were ~ 

made tcJick with the view of examining 10 to 15 mev spectra. 

T'he slit pieces 1 and 2 are arranged so that no direct par-

ticles can get into the body of the box. They have been spaced 

so as to limit the Qistrlbution vihich would be due to a 

monochromatic line to the width of the slit at the counters. 

This slit is' 2 percent of the radius of CL1rvature. 

The usefulness of tb.e remalning baffles is s ·:)mwehBt 

duubtful. All the necessary defin.tion can be obtained with 

the first slit and the rounterslit. However, sID.nce there 

can be so mBny electrons b~iuncing ar:::mnd the source-half of 

the box, especially nuring continuous bombardment of a target 

with an A.C. tube, V\e have out some baffles in the source-half. 

We have left them out of the counter-half as they probably 

do as much hE<rm b.v sea ttering electrons into the counters 

as the-y do good by preve11ting scattered ones from entering. 

·Henderson (15) has tried a very elaborste system of such 

baffles and reports little difference in perfcrmPnce with and 

without them. 
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The aluminum faclng is 1/16 inch thick and is screwed 

on to all the brass surfaces vihlch are exp)sed tc the electrons. 
~~ 

The baffles and &its are mounted on aluminum side pieces r 

and can be taken out of the box as a unit. 

The box is evacuated thrc)ugh a large tube on one end by 

a B.yvac pump. When the box iti tight this pump brings the 

pressure Ci own to lo- 4 mm. of Hg. At this pressure electrons 

make on the average less than one collision with an air atom 

-8 (radius 10 cm.) during the entire path length.· 'I'he chance 

of any a:::preci able scattering of a lUO Kev electron by the 

gas is therefore rwgltgible, the nuclear rad_i_us b'ei:i1g about 

lo-13 cm. 

Te measure the pressure we use a small disd1 arge tube 

and Ford spark coil. We have found, by using a McLeod gauge, 

that when the vacuum beco;nes 11 hard 11 for this discharge tube 

and coil, the pressur·e is about lo-4 mrn. of Hg. We do.not 

need to know the pressure accurately, but only require that 

it be low ene;ugh. 

One side of the brass box is soldered to the edges of the 

box and tne 0th.er side is screwed <.md vv axed. The solder, 

however, breaks, for although the baffles inside give some 

support to the sides, the bending upon evacuation is 

sufficient to crack the sol1ier. Therefore both sides of the 

box have tc be treated with wax and shellac. Some skiwaxes, 

cunsistirig of shellac and b'.c;eswax have been found better than 

ordinary shellac. Although the box can be maie tight, it 

is r-:..ot very well ues igned for th ls ~~mroose. 'l1he screw holes 

are not separt:ited from the vacuum, so not only do the screw 
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he~tds havE) to be waxed or soldered but the holes under tre 

screws fill up with air if the box is left open for any 

length of time. It then takes a corres~ondingly long time 

to pump the box out again. Some sort of to11gue and groove 

joint with the groove inside the screws would have proved 

morebo;iVenient. 

1rn have included a gate in the box but have seldom used 

it, having always found it more convenient to reduce, increase 

or reverse the field. .Part of.our hesite_tion to use it is 

due to the fact that it is badly placed. vJhen the source 

emits gamma rays these rays can eject recoil e:lec'trons from 

the bacl{ side of the closed gate snd these electrons could 

then enter the counters. 

Field Measurem~nts 

VVe hsve not rn.ade any absolute meE sureu1eDt s of the fie1d 

or the radius of rn1rvat~re, p, but instead h· ve calibrated 

the spectrograph with electrons '.Jf knu-;m energy. lie have 

used the electrons of Hp 10,000 emitted by the internally 

converted 2.62 mev gamma ray of Th. Pb. Since p is always 

the same with our ap5:iaratus, the r{;tio between Hp and any 

linear n1ea~ tre of H which we find conven~i..ent will be a 

constant. 

vVe have mcunted inside the box a sm~dl search coil which 

ls as near as possible to the path of the electrons. We 

ce_nnot put it in the path since it would scatter the electrons. 

This seEcrch coil is free to rotate through uw0 , and. is connected 

with a long rod to another· similar sea.rch coll vvhlch turns 

ins l de a long solenoid. 'I'he two ro ils are connected in 



series with each other and a galvanometer. The current through 

the solenoid is adjusted in magnitude and dlrection until 

there is no deflection of the galvanometer when the coils 

are rotated thr,1ugh 180°. The current which satisfie.s this 

adjustment is what we have taken as the linear measure of 

our field. The field. inside the solenoid varies linearly 

with the current through it, and the e.m.f. developed by the 

search coils is a llnear function of the f Lelds thej turn 

in. There is a variable shunting resistance across the 

galvanometer whlch determines its sensitt_vity and proves 

convenient ln tinciing the magnitude of the field and in 

protecting the gtJlvanometer when the f:teld is t:Jrned on and 

off. 

If tne shape of the search coils and the fieldsithrough 

which they tL1rn were ident i_ca1 the galvanometer mirror w n1ld 

not move at a true balance. Vie were able to obtain this 

condJ..ti ·n only a:proxirr1ately, with the result theit the gal-

vanorneter, even at true balance, deflects first to one side 

aL-id then to the other finally roming to its original position. 

therefore, al though in principle the accurac7/ of this method 

of detormin·ng relative f i.eld strengths is limited only by 

the accuracy tu which the current through the so1enoic1 is read, 

in cur case the accuracy is. 11ot better than 0.$ percent. 

If the time uuring which the search coils ;7re rotated were 

extremely short compared to the perioa of the g~lvanometer, 

the inacc11racy wt_•uld be very much reduced. ln our case, 
I 

however, the search coil in the box is rotated thr::;ugh the .. 
pacKing gland of a steam valve so that it is J.ifflcult to 



11 snap 11 it arc:uncl • 

. F'igs. b and 6 illustrate ::ii.n' field measu.ring ciev ~ces. 

'110 obtaln a dlrect reaalng .ffie::::is:ure of tnc- field, we have 

taken tne field c ils mt of a small alumlnwn-cased D.C. 

motor. 'l'his fleld-less motor is ple.ced in the field os-· the 

magnet anu rotatec.l. bJI a ,,20 v, 1/3 h.p. synchronous motor. 

The e.m.f. generated by the fieldless motor ls then me0sured 

on 8. D.C. voli::;mett:r 1··hich is in series vii th 2,000 ohms. 

The voltages vary from 1 to 3.5 volts. We h<'Ve calibrated 

this Cievlce against the searc coil and stri::,ngeJy enr:•ugh, 

t.hat is despite the iron armGttJ.rc; of t:tie motor, the voltage 

it develops is proportional to the c1J.rre:-1t throngh the sole-

noid. Unfortui1& teJ y, the proportionality factor varles as 

much as 3 percent with the past hlstory of the magnetic field. 

We were not able to place this motor gellert_·tor in between 

the pole pit-ces because lt is too bulky. Instead we htc.ve 

.~t it ln the stra~ field on the top of the magnet. This 

$tray fleJd al th ugh in general oropcr•tiorn:il to the field in 

the box probably de, ends sor,evihst .n the p'rt of the hysterisLS 

cycle \,hich the m2gnet he.:::> gone tr~rough. 

rrhis variation does not, mat,;rlally llmi t the accuracy 

or convenience of th .LS u1-rect rcadi cig flux meter. It merely 

necessitates a single calibration agairist the searcb coil 

aftE·r each r·uJ..J_cal cnange in the f ·,eld. 

'11he error in the energy determinations arises from two 

lnacctJ.racles. 

1) The lnaccuracJ in tne f leld messurerrients 

amoUBting to not more than 0 •. 5 percent. 

2) The difficult~ of determini~g the position 
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of a line or bzw. the end of a fo-ray spectrum. 

'l'he second inaccuracy vu.ries fr~~,n exoeriment tD exreriment, 

dei,:;endL:1g on the care with which the h·_,ad or experimental 

limit is measured. 

We can base ~ur calibration on either the h~nd or peak 

of the line fr. 1m the 'rh, Lnternal :y converted electrons. 

'l'he two c1ifferent calibrRtions would give the value r·or the 

mlnimwn value of p. or the value of p. at the mietdle or the 

slit respectively. 'rhe peak usually fal is 1.5 to 2 percent 

behind the he; d of the line, derSendiog on the S 1)11rce v Ldths, 

(see Fig. 16). ~hen we wish to get the energ~ of a line 

from its peak we will have to u~e the fact tnat the peak of 

the int erwJl ·. y co1werted line, Hp 10, 000, is at the field 

which is balEJnced by 0. e;,82 BJnps tnrough the solenoid. (Figs. 

16 and 17). 

We hsve used the head of tne internally converted line (0.99 amps 

for our calibrati.on since tne >Osltion or tbe pee.k of the 

photo-line is complicated by the fact tnet e::i_ectrons are 

generated in a finite th1ckness of lead. 'l'hi s 11he ad n 

calibration glves a. value to the end ooint of co"ittnuous 

beta-ray spectra which may be an under estimation of the enerp;y 

by about 0. 5 percent. Thus the err-ors in our energy meas 1-re-

ment wtl l at most be l percent. - 'l'his error, of course, has 

n thing to do v1lth the question of scattered electro·:1.s. It 

c_•ncerr1s :.Jnly the mechan1 cal acts of reading meters and of 

extrapolating gra;·hs. 

One check on the accurac~v of' 1Jtlr field meas•J.rements is. 

afLirdeci by the energ~ of the recoilerl electron from the $-



annihilatlon raaiotion of the positron. the energy of the 

radiation is O.blO? mev. Subtracting the K-ionization potent 

of Pb of 80 kev, we get for the expected energy-o~ the recoil 

electron 0.421 mev. 'I'he observed value is .o.420. This agree-

ment is we 11 1;1 i thin the exp erlment 1011 err·or. 

The Counters 

A geiger-Muller counter ro nsists of a c.ylindr:i,cal cathode 

and a concentric vv11~e [ffLde. The action of such a counter 

is probably as follows: when an ionizing particle enters 

the co11nter, the positive ions are drawn to the wall and the 

electrons are accelerated to the wire. These accelerated 

electrons produ.ce further ionize ti on and also excite so me 

of the atoms. There results therefore, a small avalanche 

of electrons to the wire. If this were all that occurred 

the charge comlng to the wlre would be proportional _to the 

ionization of the incoming particle. If the potentlal dif -

ference ls not sufficiently great, thl s is effectively all 

that ha ·•:Jens. Counters in this conditi-cn are called propor-

tional counters and are frequently used to detect the ioniza-

tion of heavy part-cles. The ionization collected, although 

proportional to the primary ionization, is often many times 

greater, so thut the counters are also called multiplication 

counters. 

However, the 1:Jtoms which are excited by the accelerated 
. 

electrons give off radir-.;tion an~i. this radiatL..m ejects fresh 

electrons from the walls. If the potential dlf'ference is 

sufficiently great these photoelectrons will start ~ fresh 

avalanche. 1rhen the number of subsequent avalanches anu. thus 



the charge on the wire will have no simple relation to the 

ionization of the impinging particle. This is the action 

of the trigger tyce counter. The important thing in this 

case is that the corona discharge which has been set off 

does not c_ntinue forever. To prevent this from happening 

three conditions can be fL1lfilled. 1) The chance of knocking 

a photoelectron out of the wall can be reduced, 2)· the 

potential difference betvveen the cath.)de and anode can be 

reduce<l .,,hen the discharge starts, and 3) meta-stable states 

in the gas, -~;rhich might give off a quantum and start a new 

discharge after the original one had been quencned, can be 

eliminated. The first is determined by the rn tu.re of the 

walls, the seco.nd by the circuit, and the thlrd by the gas. 

Many different wall materials ana coatings have been tried. 

These include noble metal wa Lls, l 16) and oxide and lacquer 

coatlngs. Certain types of oxide coating seem to be the 

best. However, they require baking out and recl 1:i.cing with 

hydrogen. They are therefore only pract Leal with c·mnters 

that can be sealed in glass. We have found that a sulohide 

coating on copper is quite satisfactory. The co~ting is 

made by first cleaning the copper in concentrated nitric 

acid and then di:)'. ing the counters in a so 1 1 ti on of amrnoni um 

ru lphide. 

Many different gases and combinations of gases have been 

tried.; air, argon, helium and hydrogen. lt has been found 

however, that the meta-stable states, and thus repeateu or 

fuzzy discherges, can best be eliminated by certain co 111bina-

tions of gases. Preswnably culllsions of the second kind 

between these particular combinations of gases a.re responsible 
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for the elimination of the meta-stable states. Such com-

binations are argon and helium, argon and air, air and alco-

hol • I have been told thE<t the combination of argon and 

. alcohol does not work. 

We use, bec&.1.rne of its si.mplicity, 2 cm. mercury of alco-

hol vapor and 4 cm mercnry of air. 

'11he shape 01· the counters undollbtedly influences their 

performance. Vie have f'or instance never been able to get 

counters with plane ca tho des to we rk satisfactor;tly. (On 

the other hBnd lV1r. 'romlinson calculated and made .a pair of 

C:Junters whose walls al though they had slits in them, formed 

surfaces of e. ual charge density aruund the wires. These 

cmnters are made of brass which :Joes not coat well. 'rhey 

give a poorer performance than less ideally shaped ones with 

a proper coating.) 

Our cylindrical counters with longitudinal slits in them 

do give adequate performance. They hsve a ttplateaurt of about 

100 volts. It would be possible to make better counters 

by rn.aking;them of thin copper f,_iil cylinders. But in order 
an 

that/ electron go through both counters, and thus register 

a coincia.ence, it would have to go thrc1ugh three thicknesses 

of copper foil. It would thus be impossible to measure 

low energy electrons. 

v~e therefore hF·Ve put the two counters in the same box, 

separated only by a very thin cellophane or aluminum foil. 

This foil prevents the ultra-violet light from the discharge 

of the one counter from entering the otner. 'l'he to x with 

a pressure of 6 cm. mercury inside is t~1en separ•)ted from 
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the vacuum ,in the spectrograph by a cellophane foil 

v~hi ch has only about 45 kev stopping power for e 1ectrons. 

vve have found that cellophane is slightly porous, the porosity 

can be eliminated by coatlng the cellophane with a littJ.e 

Canada balsam dissolved in ether. 

The foil is waxed in between two brass discs which are 

screwed together and the whole counter box is sealed -to a 

plate on the spectrugra~Jh box wlth Apiezon Q grease. 

The Vol~~ge 8uf2ply to the Counters. 

F'ig. 9 sh<..;vvs the circuit of: trils vo,tage supply. It 

consists of three units. 

1) A transformer, rectifier and filter. 

2) A stabilizer to malntain constant voltage 

on the co un te rs v-1hen the A. C. lnpu t to the 

transformer varies. 

3) A circuit which lowers the voltage on the 

c_•unters v«hen the discharge begins. 

With about 70 volts on the primary of' the trGnsformer 

the filter <ieli ve rs about 2000 vo 1 ts to the stabilizer. 

'l'he stabilizer ls set to glve about 500 volt"s drop acro::os 

the triode. This voltage ls then su~plled through a 57 

vacuum tube and 10 meg ohms to the wire of the counters. 

'rhe action of the stabilizer is quite simple. 'l'he plate 

current of the pen to de, 802, is taken fr·.Tfl the fi .1 tered vol-

tage through a high resistance. 'l'he plate of this pen tode 

is connected to the grid of the triode so that the current 

through the pentode, and thus through its high load resistance 



determines the potential of the triode grid. 

'l'he current tb.rough the pen to de is then determined by the 

potential on the grid of the pentode. This potential is 

derived from a voltage divider on the output voltage of the 

stabllizer, from whicn s. constant battery voltage is subtracted. 

Thus a small rise in the current through the VJ ltage 

divider is amrlified by the pentode to make a larger Voltage 

drop across the triode. 

vVi th some t:vpes of stabilizers ( 17), an increase in the 

filtered voltage can produce either a rise or fa 1_1 in the 

stab clized voltage, depending <)n the adjustment of th;::, sta-

bilizer. rrhe region over which neither a rl se nor -1'2.ll is 

produced, that is, where the stabilizer functions,vertes with 

the input and output voltsges. Thus for a change in the 

output vo 1 tage two adjustments must be made. 

Wl th our t·y 9e of stabilizer a rise in the filtered vo 1 tage 

alwa-ys produces a small rise in the output voltage. But 

this rlse derends ver;; little on the input &nd output voltages 

and is determined chiefly by the amplifics.tion factor of the 

pentode. 

With the first type of stabilizer mentioned there is one 

voltage fer a glven adjustment for whl.ch dE0 /dEr is zero. 

I:m.."!lediat el-y abov:e and below thl s voltage, dE0 / dE:r will be 

small and positive above and negative below, whe.re E0 

~ the output voltage) and Ef.::. the voltage <:Elivered by the 

filter circuit. di!:0/dEf becomes larger, the further away 
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it is from the balance voltage at which the stabilizer is 

operating. For our type dE0 /dEf is never zero but is always 

small and positive. 

A change in the primary voltage of 10 volts, produces 

a change in filtered voltage of about 200 volts and iri the 

stabilized voltage a change of less than 5 volts. 

The third pert of the voltage suprly is the modified 

Neher-Harper- (16) circuit in which the walls of the counters 

are grounded. 'i'he l\Jeher-Harper circul ts greatly reduce the 

time constants of the counter discharge in comparison with 

the conventional high-resistance capacity type of quenching 

circul ts. These latter clrcui ts involve resistarc es of 

1010 ohms and capacities of 10 or more cm. 

VVe have used the modified form of the Neher-Harper cir

cui t for two reas0ns:. since the counter can be grr'iunded 

it is po~sible to put it very close to the exit slit of the 

box, , thus collecting all the emergent electrons with a com

paratively small counter. In a· .. di tion the circuit requires 

only one lead fro~ the vol:bage supply and amplif'ier to the 

counters and thus reduces the dlff 1. cu Lt ies of slmul taneous 

insulation, shielding and maintaining a low capacity for the 

leads. 

The action of the circuit, Fig. 0, is as follows. The 

high voltage is su•.1plied to the counters through a 0 .3 

megohm resistor, a 57 vacuum tube and a 10 megohm resistor. 

The tube is part of a voltage divider which consists of the 

0.3 megohm, the tube and 4 megohms (through a milliammeter) 

to ground. OrdinarilJi most of the voltage drop occurs 
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push button switch in each plate circuit. 

'l'he three pentodes would certainly orovide ample ampli

fication to work the recording thyratrons. The triodes 

do not add much to the gain of the amplifier but reverse 

the sign of the impulses on the Rossi coincidence circuit 

ahd on the thyratrons, a negative impulse being required 

in each case. 

There are some precautions in building such an amplifier 

which it might be well to set down. 

1) 'l'he two brsnche:s/of the amplififf' must be 

carefully shielded from each other and 

from the output. 'rbe need for this pre -

caution is to prevent feed-back and ma.ke 

it impossible for a strong kick in one branch 

of the amplifier tc produce a kick in the 

other branch, thus registering a spurious 

coincidence. 

2) The kicks must be amplified until they are 

strong and s.s nearly as possible all of tme 

same size, before they act on the two Rossi 

coincidence tubes. 

The actiun of the Rossi circuit is best when both tubes are 

completel;J quenched. If the tubes are always quenched by 

the kicks, the thyratron bias can b-e set p:::.rmanently and does 

not have to be varied for different oounters. 'I'he impulses 

of the counters may vary for a number of reasons. The size 

of the kick depends not only on the capacity anJ. thus on the 

dlmensi ons of the counters, but also on the voltage tm the 

counters, or rather the amount this voltage is r~iised above 



the thresh.hold for trigger action. During fast counting 

the voltage on the counter may not always return to its rm. xi-

mum va 1L1e before another ionizing particle enters the counter 

Therefore, for some of the kicks the voltage above the thresh-

hold will be smaller and the kicks correspondingly· sma-11. 

Of' course for extremely fast counting some of the electrons 

may enter before the voltage is risen to the threshold and 

thus not be counted at aLl. This we will discuss later. 

we have provided three output terminals to the amplifier 

so that we can, if desirable, record simultaneously the singles 

and coincidences of the two counters. It is occasionally 

desirable to make such a slmultaneous recording in order to 

test the elficiency and performance of the Gieger counters. 

Due to geometry, that is, to the fact that we have not 

made the top counter large enough to admtt all the electrons 

through its slit, the top counter registers onl-y one-half 

as many electrons as the bottom CcJunter. 

are the number of electrons in the top and bottom counter 

minus their common cosmic ra.Y bacKground E1/E2 is !. 
On the other hand the efficiency of the counters, is high. 

Almost all the electrons which go through them are counted. 

If N is the number of coincidences then the efficiency is 
E-.=. 

where/E1 is the number of electrons vh ich go through 

both counters. For our counters the efficlency is about 

9b percent. 



'l'HE REW RDKh.. 

~ve have used a more or less standard \19) circuit for a 

scale of eight recorder. 'l'he Cenco .counter· moves one d.1vi
throe 

sion for ever-;y eight 1-mpulses and the/neon lights inter·polate 

between 0 and 7. ':ro interpolate one simply ac}ds the ·numbers ( 1, 2, 4) 

under those neon: lights wn!lch are lighted. 

COUN'l1 .iNG LOSSES. 

When too many electrons e.re entering the Gieger counters 

per minute some of these electrons are not registered on 

the recorder. 'l'hese counting 1osses can arise in two ways. 

1) If two invmls es arrive in very rapid succes-

sion the sec-::ir1d one is simply ignored and 

produces no effect on any part of the record-

ing devices. 

2) The second impulse is not counted, ·but is 

also not ignored. It lengthens the recovery 

time of some part of the recording system. 

If we have the flrst type of losses, then when we send 

more and more electrons into the counter per mlnute, the 

number recorded will at f J..rst increase, then reach a broad 

maximum and finally decrease. If, on the other hand, our 

losses are of' tne seconct type, the number of particles recorded 

as the number of electrons increases, will also increase until 

blocking sets in. Then no particles will be recorded. 

Geiger counters when actuated by a Neher-Harper circuit 

and Thyratrons are of the first type. 'I'he second imnul.::e 
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is completelJI ignor·ed. 

Vacuum tube amplifiers and mechanical recor:Jers are of 

the second tJpe. 'l'he second im ulse makes them im:"ensitive 

for a protracted time. 

Since we are using a Neher-Harper circuit and sb1ce the 

mechanical recorder is slowed down by the scale of eight, 

our lasses will be of the first kind if the time constants 

of the vacuum tubes are sJ:1._,rt compared wl th those of the 

thyratrons. bucl:l is the case. 

L. I. Schiff (18) has glven,a simple method of correcting 

for losses with recorders of the flrst type. Usi'ng hls method, 

we have constructed a curve giving uur losses as a function 

of the counting rate. F'ig. 12. 

Prom thls CllrVe it can be seen that when C·~unting at 

the rate of 1,000 per minute we fail to record about. 5 percent 

of the electrons entering the counter. 

n~t co tmted more th[Jll 500 per minute. 

In practice we have 

For high counting rates Schiff's method is probably not 

a:;::iplicabJe to our• amplifier since the time constants of 

the amplifier are not ne@- igibly short compared with trhrne 

of the thyratron recorder. This cen be seen experimentally 

by bringing a strong source of gamma rays close to the counter. 

The recorued counts at first lncrease, come to a mHximum 

number oer mtnute, and then decrease, m ovi ng that type 

one losses are predominant. However, ~hen the source is 

rnoved still closer to the counters, the counts su.ddenly 

cease, showing that type two losses are also occu:ri. ng. Wherr 

the output of the amplifier is connected to ear phones instead 

of to the thyratron recorder, the oo ... mts pe1· minute seem to 



steadily increase, vvithout passing tnrou.gh a maxlmwn, as the 

source is brought nearer the counter. Finally they stop alto-

gether, showing that the quenching and the type two losses 

occur in the amplifier, not in the recorder, as is to be 

ex-oected. 



PAH.T II 

Experimental distributions • 

.Ln tt.,is part we will present the results of our investi-

gations of the spectra of several radio-active elements. 

vve have re-examined with some care tne end point of the 

th C-C', po2 and Ha E distributions. In addition we will 

give the datB that we have thus far obt·ained on the spectra 

f ' " . ,1 22 - d. -,113 o raaio-i~a and ra io-1~ • 1rhis data is still incomplete 

but throws c:::insiderable light on the nature of these two spectra. 

Th C-C' 

The s -i::e ctrlLm of the thori wn bodies h8 s been examined by 

Gur·ney (20) and more recently by Henderson (21). The energy 

and the intensi t-y of the group of internally converted electrons 

of the 2. 92 rnev. gamma ra-y of 11h-Pb have been i 0:1ves tigated 

photogruphically by Ellis \ 22). 

Henderson measur·ed the end point of the 'rh C-C 1 and 

'rh C n - Pb spectra in order to determine more accurately the 

energy emitted around the two branches of the t'1orium braneh 

point. The t~o branches follow the sequence: 

fo ThC I d, 

1'hCy ~ 'I'hPb 

~rhC"~ 

The alpha pirt~cle enargtes were determined by Lewis 

ana Bowden ( 23) anci the beta t1pper liml ts b-y .Henderson. 

'They are: 
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'11hC-C' 2.25 mev. ThC-C" 6.20 mev 

ThC 1 -Pb 8.~5 ·rhC 11 
- Pb 1. 79 

11.20 mev. 7.9~ mev. 

Since the energy expended by alpha and beta disintegra-

tions around the two b_ranches is ff;t the same, Henderson 

and Ellis (24) assumed that the ThC 11 -Pb beta dlsintegration 

left the 'rh-Pb nucleus excited to the remaining 3. 20 mev. 

'rhis assum· ti on proved reasonable since, among the gamma 

rays of Th-Pb there art; two of energies 2.62 rnev. and of 

0.582 mev. 'l1heir energies add up to 3.202 rnev. in good agree-

ment with the expected excitation of Th Pb. 

Fig. 14 shov1s a portion oi' the curve which Henderson, 

with a magr1e tic spectrograph and qoincidence counters, obtained 

for the end point of the 'rhc-c' s pectru:m. 'l'he spec.trum 

descends steeply, seeming to end at 2.;::;5 mev. At 2.53 mev. 

there is the line of the interrn-;lly converted electrons from 

the 2.62 mev. gamma ray. It is noteworthy, though, that 

the counts do not go to zero between the end of the spectrum 

and the line. 

Henderson ascribed this background to scattered electrons 

and to reoo il electrons produced in the sou.rce and in other 

parts of the spectrograph. Yet this explanation is· not 

wholly satisfactory for several reasons: 

1) If the scattered electrons are nuclear 

electrons from the beta ray spectra, it is 

strange that their distribution should 
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stay nesrly constent and then sudde£1ly stop. 

'I'here are no scatterea electr;:;ns beyond the 

line. 

2) If the scattered electrons are internally 

converted electrons they SJ. ould broaden the 

line. One might expect more of them to 

be closer to the line. 

3) If the electrons are recoil Compton electrons 

from the source one would expect to find a 

minimum in the' counts between the internally 

converted electrons of 2.53 mev and the maxi

mum possible energy for the Compton electrons 

of 2 .39 mev. Furthermore if they are Compton 

electrons their nwnber should depend on the 

nature of the source. 

4) If they are recoils from other parts of the 

spectrograph, it is surprist ng that their 

number is so great. The area umer the 

flat part of the curve being of the same 

order of magnitude as the area under the line. 

In addition one would exuect to finsi rero11 

electrons which were emitted at some point 

of the box above the line as well as below it. 

'I'he Institute has a source of Rd-Th suspended in a porous 

iron oxide gel, which h8_s been prepared by lVlr. lVlcCoy. This 

80 ,.trce emits thoron 1nhich escapes tlrr·ough the gel into the 

air. 'i1he thoron thp,n decays to Th A and Th B. The 'I'h B, 

being ionized, can easily be collected on a negatively charged 
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plate. ln thi. s mann9 r a source of about C1 .1 me of' 8. 6 

cm alpha particles can be collected. (Mr. Langmuir has 

measured the number of these 8. 6 cm alpha particles. rrhe 

brancning ratio 'rhC' /ThC 11 
::::- .65/ .35, so that the number of 

Th C" - Th Pb disintegrations corresoonds to about 0.05 me) 

Vle have used small stainless steel plates o.f 1 or 2 mm by 17 

mm. The stainless steel is advisable because the. highly 

ionized condition of the gas around the Rd Th gel corrodes 

any other metal so badly that the resultant Th B sources 

are ·no longer thin but are buried in layers of oxide. 'l'he 

Th B decays with a half-life of' 10.6 hours. To obtain sources 

mounted on cellophane, a strip of cellophbne was waxed on 

the top of' the steel plate and subsequently removed. 

Fig. 16 gives the curves we obtained for the end point, 

of Th C-C' and the 2.53 mev internally converted e le·ctrons. 

a) a 2 mm. s tainle8s steel source. 

b) a 2 mm. cellophane source 

c) a 1 mm. stainless steel ro urce 

c) a 1 mm stainless steel source mounted in 

the air above the cellophane window. 

All the other SOLlrces were mounted in vacuum below the window. 

In our case, in agreement w 1th Henderson, the counts do 

not drop to zero between 2.25 mev and. the internal conversion 

line. Our spectrum does not entirely resembltjhis si nee our 

resolving power is greater. Our line is narrower and we 

have resolved the L- fr~m the K- internally converted electrons. 
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rl'he ratio of counts to the height of the line is the 

same for the stainless steel source, and tI-1e cellophane source, 

showing that the effect we are interested in is not due to 

recoil Compton electrons from the source holder. Further-

more, in no case is there a ciecided minimum betwe.en the tail 

of the line (2.45 mev) anu the meximum energy of the Compton 

electrons (2.3~ mev). 

We performed one experiment not sh,)wn in the figures, 

to .find out if the counts between 2.25 and the line increased 

when the pressure in the box was increased. The results are 

negatl ve, showing therefore, that if the electrons are s.cat -

tered, they are not appreciably scattered by the gas in the 

box. In Fig. 16d, the peak of the line is shifted back about 

10 kev. 'l'his shift is about what we expect. 2.5 mev electrons 

lose about 2.1 mev/gr/cm2 in water. In a mil of cellophane 

they \'\O uld then lose \::I kev. 'l'he counts drop quite rapidly 

to zero above the line. The co trnts between 2. 25 mev and 

the line seem to be almost constant, tapering of1' a little 

near the line. 

In vlew of these facts we can be reasonably certain that 

these counts are not associated wt th the internal ro nversion 

line but are a tail of the nuclee.r beta-ra;y ~ ectrum of ... ThC - C'. 

'fhis tail may be real or it may be due to the sea tter ing of 

electrons by the baffles and slits in our box. 

(If most of the electrons, betweon the end of. the spectrrnn 

and the line, are Compton recoils from the source holder, 

we would still have to accuunt for the electrons between 2.39 



mev ana the line. lt is possible that there may be an 

ninternal Compton effect" as well as internal conversion ( 27) 

or "internal photo effect". By tbi s "internal Compton 

effect" we mean a Comcton effect for which.momentum would not 

have to be conserved between the electron ahd the r -ray 

quantum alone, but in -,vhich the nucleus of the atom emitting 

thA quantum would get some of the momentum. The.uoper limit 

of tre "internal Compton 11 electrons could then be the energy 

of the ( -ray, Et , rather than E~c_-) ::. 

the upper limit imposed by the ,energy-momentum relations for 

the 11 external 11 Comoton effect. 
' 

Dr. Phil. ivlorri son ( 25) has calculs_ted the magnitude Qf 

t ~Ji s internal Compton ef feet. He finds(that it is only about 

5 percent of the iGternal co ,-.Lversion coefficient, <X~ , and 

would be spread over an energy range of about 100 kev. 

Number of K-internal photelectron 
Number of ? -quanta emitted. - -

The theoretical magnl tude of the "internal Compton effectn is 

so small tra t we would not detect the el'fect. 

The fg,ct that we get the same distribution of electrons 

as Henderson, and tne fact that the energy of the end point 

of the Ra E spectra and P32 sµ;ct~a vvhich we have meE,sured, 

(see Page 68), agrees with the energy determined by Lyman (26), 

would indic:mte that i1' the electrons are scattered by the 

baffles, this scattering is independent of the particular 

arrangement of these baffles. This independence, with our 



twcuracy, ie, of' course possible but seems improbable. 

On the other hana,. if the tail is real the energy balance 

around the two branches of the 'rh, branch point, would, at 

first sight, no longer be possible. 'rh. Pb., however, gives 

off mo re t 28) than the two gamma rays mentioned before! which 

make up the 1 eve J.Js t 3 •. 2 02 rre v • 
. . , If we were to as eume one of 

the other gamma rays of '11h. Pb to arise from a still higher 

excitation of Th Pb we could get levels of 3.478 mev or 

0.?12 mev. by adding the well-established gamma rays of 0.2'76 

or 0.510 mev to the 3.2 mev level. If ~h. Pb were left in 

such a highly excl ted state by the branch ThC-C 11 -Pb we would -
have to suppose that more energy we.s exr·ended in the 'rhC-.Q' -Pb 

branch since this branch leaves Th Pb in the ground state. 

Thus it is not unreasonable to assmne that the endpoint of 
Th 

the/C-C' ray spectra is either 2.b3 mev or c;;.76 mev. In 

the second case we should be able to see the tail of the 

beta rs-y spectrB beyond the internal conversi:m line. The 

lack of counts here is not corril:usive evidence against the 

existance of such a 1011g tail since this t~J.il could be 

very weak. r11he 0.2'76 line is comparatively weak and thus 

if the top level of Th Pb is 3.48 mev this top level would 

be excited only once in 10 disintegrations. This low intensity 

would account for the flstnessand smallness of the tail. 

11he sup:iosition of this additional highly excited level 

in 'rh Pb is extremely artificial. Lt is, however, not essen-

tially any more artificial than Henderson's assumption of 

the 3.2 mev level. It is unfortunate that this rather crucial 
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experiment involves at best some artif'iclality, if' not actual 

ambiguity, in the interpretation of the experimental data. 

LIN.Ji: SHAPE PhO LJXED B:r'. A MONOCHill lvLA'I'IC GRU OP OF' ELECTRONS 

We have calculsted (appE::ndix) the distribution to be 

expected due to a monochromatic gamma ra;;; converted in the 

K, L, M m ells of lead. 'l1his dis tri b~1ti :n of course depends 

on the slit width and s;)u_rce width, so that we have given 

the CB.lculated dlstrib.itLm for various values of these two 

parameters in terms of the racliLJS of curvature. (Fig. l?) 

The agreement between calculated experimental '(Hstri-

butions is quite good as can be seen by comparison with F'ig. 

16. 'I'he theoretical lines seem to be a little wider at 

half-maximum than the experiment a_i_ lines. (This difference 

is perhaps due to the fact that the sensitive region_ in the 

counters may define a s:> mewha t smaller di t than the slit 

in the top of the spectrograDh). 

l'H'l'ROGEN13 

Nl3 is produced by the bombardment of deuterons a~cording 

to the reaction: 

H2 .-. -Nl3 1 ,,. 7~ +. n 1 - 0 • 2? me v, 
0 

Nl3 ~ cl3 t et- +- rJ (29) 

To obtain our so ilrces Lauri ts en, Laurl ts en and Fowler 

kindly bombarded a graphite target Vli th 10 .M--amps of 1. 0 mev 

deuterons. 'l'he d euterons were accelerated in the pres sure 

Van-de-Graf (30) and subjected to magnetic analysis. rl'he 

gra~>hi te target was about 5 mm. thick and the bombarded sur -

\. 

f2ce w2s 3 x l? mm. 'l1he deuterons penetrate a layer· 2.5 
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mgs/cm2 of the graphite target which has a stopping power 

of 25 kev for electrons. 11hus, especially since most of 

the activity is produced nearer the surface, i.e. by the higher 

energy deuterons, our source is a very thin source of posi-

trons and is sui tab Le for determining the shape of the posi -

tron .. s pe c trum. 

1l1he half-lii'e of N13 is 10. 4 minutes so that mo st 01' the 

sou.roes were bombarded for about 15 minutes and then quickly 

transferred to tre magnetic s9e ctrogra.ph. They were mounted 

on top of the cellophane fbil to obviate the Dwnping down 

of the box for each source. The sources produced by the Van-

de-Graph varied considerably in strength but were all very 

strcmg, giving, Yhen fresh, from 1,000 to 5,000 counts per 

minute at the peak of the positron distribution. 

Method of Plotting 

'Jlhe distributions obtained are glven in Fig. 18, l<J, 20. 

For each sou.roe readings were ta.."ken at the same three values 

of Hp,250u, 3750, 5000, and the intensity of i::tll the sources 

was then brought to a common standard of 1,000 countsper minute 

at Hp :::: 3750. Every readine; had to be corrected for the 

deca~ of the source. No readings were taken at counting 

rates greater tnan 500 per minute, in order nut to necessitate 

a correction for counting losses. lt is difficult to esti -

mate the true stat:Lstical error, because of the enormous 

variation in the strength 01· the sources due to the initial 

variation and to the decay. Instead we have indlcated the 

nUi."nber of different readings taken at ea.cl:1 1:olnt. These num-

b · a rough estimate of the reliability of each point. ers give 
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Most of. the readings are for 2 minute.,intervals. 

Discussion of Positron distribution 

Fig. 18 is the observed number of counts plotted against 

Hp. Fog. 19 is the number of counts per unit Hp. It is 

obtained by dividing the ordinates of Fig. 18 by Hp, and thus 

correcting for the change in dispersion with Hp. 

Fig. 20 is the number of oo unts per unit energy. It 

is obtained from F'ig. 18 by dividing by 1 -t E/mo2 -= 1 +e. 

Hf ':;: JQH)~w, 

Hf M}lf) ~ (1 H) Le_ 

it. ~ J!f_ .l(Jtfl) 
I t-c_ 

Thus we di vi de the ordinates of F'ig. 19 by 1 +- t. and 

multiply them by Hp. 

From Figs. 18, 19, and 20 it is clerr that tte spectrum 

of Nl3 is complex, the two constituents being clearly separated. 

The very broad maximum of the lower energy constituent, 

which is most clearly seen in the number-vs .-Hp curve, 

suggests that the spectrum may be the superposition of even 

more than two simple spectra. 

In the case of N13 as in that of Th C' the spectra has 

a long ¥tail' near the upper limit, extending from about 1.2 

to 1. bb mev. 

c 10 formed by the decay of N13 is also formed by the direct 

bombardment of cl2 with deuterons acc:Jrding to the reaction 

0 12 + 
6 
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The energy of the proton group of this reaction has been 

measured by Cockroft and ~'IEiton (31) and tl:e neutron energies 

for the corresponaing reaction forming Nl3 have been ~easured 

by Bonner and Brubaker ( 32). The best range energy (33) 

relation for protons gives the value 2.30 mev for the dif

ference in the energy liberated ln forming atomic cl3 by 

these two reactions. We would then expect tre end point 

of the N1 3 positron spectrum to be l.~J,8 mev, since the valu e 

2.30 mev was obtained by using the atomic masses. 'I'he energy 

of the em-point, l.5o mev, which we obtained, is in definite 

disagreement with tnis vslue 1.28 mev. (We obtained the 

value 1.28 from the value 2.30 by subtracting 0.51 mev. far 

the rest energ-y of the positron created in the nucleus and 

0.51 mev for the electrDn lost from the atomic shells due to 

the chE,nge in Z.) 

'l1he value 1.28 mev. does not corresoond to the energy 

at which the st0"p p:rt of the soectrum fl2ttens out 

i.e. to the beginning of the tail, nor .~oes it corresponc.i.. 

to the ena of it. i<e wo «ld thus el ther have to c oncl lde 

that neither the beginning nor the end of the tail corresponds 

to the energy balance, or accept the tail as real, and find 

another explanation of the ... 1lscrepancy in the energy balance. 

Gamma Rays. of N13. 

Richardson lc'A) hes reported a 280 kev gamma ra:y associated 

wlth the deca;y of Nl3. This gamma ray probably arises from 

an excited level in the cl3 nucleus. 'I'he decay from ilJ13 
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to these two c13 levels would then acc,.:n.l.n t for the c unrnlexi ty 

of the Nl3 positrein spectrum. 

Vve have looked for thi.. s gamma ray by placing the bombarded 

carbc;n target on top of a 0. 5 mil Pb foil and examining the 

rec0il electrons. The results are shown in Fig. 21 a. 

The recoils from the a;mihilation radi~tion appear as a sharp 

line, while the gamma rays from Nl3 form a broad distribution 

extenu.ing from 150 to 300 kev. The statistical errtirs lnvolved 

in this distribution curve are large, but they csrrn,,t acc,J1mt 

for the difference in the shape of the dlstlrbutlon of the 

annihilaticn ra:_,i at ion anJ. the 20C kev re coils. We h8Ve 

repeated the measurement of the r·ecoils from Na22 (see 

gam:na rhys of Na 22 , page 57), using a thin 0.5 mil Fb genera-

tor instead ui' the 12 mil one pr viously used. 'l'he resultant 

distri'bL1tion is sh~:wn in Pig. 26 b. The photo effect recoils 

from the a~mihilatlon radiation are identical in distribution 

with ·those obtained from the Nl3 target •. The Compton recoils 

form the broad plateau in the recoil distr.Lb,1tion. There 

is, however, no additional groi_:p of recoils as in the case 

of N13 • 

Dis cuss ion of geJruna-ra:J recoil electrons 

in Fig. -.:::1' we h8Ve given a tracing of the curve '#hich 

Richardson has given for the recoils produced in a Pb foil 

acro:cs the cloud chamber. ' In 21 a the geometr;y , ck such 

that the positrons were not annihilated at the source. 

His curve does not give the true relative lntensity of the 

garruna-ra;y and the annihilation radiation. From other experi-

ments he estimstes ti:.L~lt the nwnber of l.iLrnnta per positron 
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is 0.4. In the curves in R1chfc1rds:::m' s pac.er he has dr2wn 

tha thcoreticel cllstrlbntion of' recoils for his foil, to show 

that his lines are c·::irnpDt i_c)le y;ith a single gamna ray. 

vVe have included these c :trves because al though the 280 kev 

recoils, can be e.xrJlained ~y one gamma ray theiP cilstr-ibu

tion is so wide that his results could alro be explained on 

the basis of two unresolved gamma rays separated by about 50 

kev. 

In our case it is difficult to account for the broad 

groq.; of' 100-200 kev recoils on, the assumotion of a sir1gle 

gamma ray • The photo recoils from the gamma rays of this 

. energy should give an even sharrer linr:-] than is founcl for 

the annihilation radiation. 'l'he statist~cal errors are very 

lar.c,e, yet the group is so broad, th st it would h 8.Ve to 

be proauced by at least t·iTvO gamma rays if the measured 

electrons are all phbto-electrons. 

In futu.re experiments we must determine more accurately 

the dlstrLbution of the recoil electrons anci tr;y to resolve 

v1:trious groups of electrons. If the broad gro~p is not 

resolvable .into several components the following dlscussion 

ma:r provide a poss cble, if theoretically improbable, explana

tion. 

(The 280 kev gamna rays may be q~ite largely internally 

c~xiverted. 'l'he inter·nnlly converted electrons would get 

through the thln genera tor which was used with a: loss of 

abc>u_ t llU kev. 'fhe Pb K ionization is \:10 kev, and the 1 
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ionization is 16 kev. These three grotx:_ s of electr'.ms 

might ma.Ke just such a diffuse di~tribu.tion as we h2ve obtained. 

The photelectrlc absorbtion coefficient fob the effective 

layer of Pb (see page 5~) is abot1t 7 .10..;. 3 for the annihilation 

radiation. ln order that the internally converted electrons 

contribute anything to the broadening of the 280 kev line 

the :internal co;"version coefficient w:Juld have to be· of the 

same order of rnagni tu.de as this .hoto-electric cross section. 

Using Morrison's (35) relativistic formula which neglects 

f th b .• t 1 'l t i 3_e.,_. L-LI bL1dlng energy o e or ..L a e ec rons, • e. 1f v 

gives for 

E -:::: 250 kev 

z -:::: 6 

a 1 :::: 6 

an inttjrnal conversion coeffic.ient of 2.5 x lo-3. 

Richu.rdson reports tns.t there are about 0.4 quanta .oer 

positron. 'I'hus an &dditional 0.35 internally converted 

electrcHIB per positron would account for the approximate 

equality of the tvvo cumpone;.1ts of the positron spectrum. 

'l'he energy E<nd deca-y constant of Nl3 are such es. to make 

Nl3 - cl3 an allowed transition, i.e. it falls on the first 

Sargent curve. Therefore, if the two levels in cl3 differ 

by the 6 uni ts of' anguh;r momentum ne cessar-y to bring the inter-

nal conversion coefficient to a large enough value, the same 

level in Nl3 will not decay wlth equal probabilities to 

both of these cl3 levels. The fact that the two compon~:nts 

of the positron spectra are of the sarne order of magnitude 



can be seen from Fig. 20. 

If there actually is internal conversion of the 280 kev 

gara.ms. ray, anu this wiil subsequently have to be verified, 

the two com~iornmts of the oositron spectrum must arise from 

different levels.in Nl3 according to the following ~ch~me: 

0•1-SO r....,.,JJ--~ 
o.t:b 

=== 

7 
N'~ 

irhe excited level in Nl3 vould be either 0.280 or 0.500 mev 

accor·ding as the tail wh '-ch we find on the positron spectrum 

is scattered or real. 

nl 
0 is endethermic, 

·~"'" -0.27 mev, so that the neutron group from the 0.5 mev 

excl ted level on Nl3 would not have been observed with the 

800 to 900 kev deuterons U8ed by Bonner (36) in determining 

the neutron energles. On the other hand the high value of 

the beta ray upper limit, 1.6 mev, obtained by Kurie (36) 

as compared vii th the vslue 1. 24 obtained b:J Lau.ri tsen, Fowler 

and Delsasso (37), may be dLie to the greater bombarding energies 

u:::.ed by Kurie. His sources ·were ma de b-y deuterons accelerated 

in the Berkeley Cyclotron. 

If the excited level of N1 3 decays beta radi.o-actively 

rather th[m em_:_tting a gamma ray, the level must be meta-stable • 

.According to the calculation of Wei zaker ( 38) an angular-

momentum differerc e of 7 would be necessary to give the excited 



Nl3 state a half-life of several minutes for gamma m diation. 

Weizaker' s values are certainly too high for low atomic 

numbers. 'l'he valtie o..l :::. 6 which we have found necessary 

to account i'or the internal conversion is sufficiently 

large to make the. half-life for gamma ray decay of th~- Nl3 

level comnarable viii th the half-life, 10 minutes, for positron 

decay. 

There are a number of weaknesses to thi. s suggested exclana-

tion and level syst~m: 

1) The 0. 5 mev internally oo nverted electrons 

from the N13 excited state should be observed, 

tho,,1gh they should not give as strong a group 

as the 280 kev level of cl3 since the internal 

conversion coefficient decreases with the 

energy of the gamm2 ray, and since ·positron . . 

decay is competing with the internal coriversion. 

2) It ls remari{able that both components of the 

positron spectrmn have the same half-life 

since they are between independent levels 

in both parent and daughter nuclei. 

3) It is very improbable that protons. be cap-

tured with comparable probability in two 

states differing by 6 uni ts 01· angular 

momentum.)) 

Ptlssibili ty of' 015 Contamination. 

It is possible that the tail beyond 1.28 mev. is due to 



015 contmnination in the graphite target. 

015 
8 t-

0 15 has a half-life of about 2 minutes an,:~ an inspection 

u~per limit of about 1.8 mev. The statistical errors in 

the counts of the 11 tail 11 are very large oo that it is impos-

sible to cietermine its h>::tlf-life with any great accuracy. 

ln the follow lng table 1;ve give some of the da t1:~ for the 

counts at energies greater than 1.3 mev. l t can east ly 

be seen from the table thBt a much more conslstant set of 
I 

(38) 

values is obtained vihen the cot1nts are corrected and expressed 

ln terms of the initial intensity of thesource, on the 

basis of a 10 minute hclf-life th&n when this correction is 

made on the basls of a. 2 minute half life. 

Source E count/min age of corrected i·or decay 

l 

l 

2 

3 

above 
bacKground 

1.4 mev. 7 
12 

1.25 17 
12 

1.37 9 

1.4 8 

l.o 10 

source on the b5-sis of 
in min. 10 1 2 1 

half-life half-life 
8 12 112 

14 30 1530 

l 18 24 
5.5 17 80 

11 18 430 
18 14 2000 

6 12 64 

1.5 11 17 

The intensity of' the sources was in the r11tio 2/ 4/2/8. 

vvhen the sources were fresn no counts in the tail were 

greater than 20 per mJnute for any of the so~rces used. 

'rhe ref ore, the co w1t s of lLO to 20GO obtained b-y correcting 
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on the basis of a 2 minute half-life are impossible. 

From the dat1:1 in the above table vve must ro ncl ude thst 

the 11 tail 11 ls not due to 0 15 crontamina.tion. 1l'he statistical 

errors are so large, however, th8t it is not possible to com-

pletel-y excluc.i.e the possibility of tbi s contaff1ination 

without further experiment. 

2 1') 

SOD.I JM ;:., 

Na22 is a radio-active posltron emitter decaying to Ne22 

with a half-life of about o years. Its spectrum has not 

previously been e.xa:.Tiined in detail. Hough absorbtion measure-

ments glve an upper limit of about 0.5 mev. (40). 

It can be made by the bombardment of magnesium with deuterons 

according to the reaction: 

nl 
0 

The sample thst ·we have used was generously supplied 

to us by Louis Alvarez. lt was made by 2000 .M..-a:mpere hours 

bombardment of deuterons from the Berkeley c;; cl·otr·on. Dr. 

Don Yost separated the Na22 from t~ magnesium and pre>pared 

it in the form of NaCl. Vife have mounted a thin layer 

of this NaCl on a strip of' cellophane 2 x l? rrnn• to use as 

a so1J.rce for examining the energy distribution of the emitted 

posl trons. 

Fig. 22 and 23 show the distribution of positrons. F'ig. 

22 gives the observed rlistrib ltion plotted aga~nst Hp and F'ig. 

23 gives the dlstribution per unl t energy. 
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Discussion of 1-'ositron Distrib;1tion. 

'l1he distribution stiovm in Fig. 18 and lg both suggest 

the_t the positron sp.ectrum of Na22 is not simple but is macie 

up of two spectra, the peak of the two dis tri but ions cl.if fer-

ing b-y about 50 kev. 'rhe higher energ-y spectrum would have 

to be co JIB ide rably weaker·~han the lower energy one to. account 
l 

for the sha,e of the distribution. The two component~of 
f 

the dis tri but ion are not cleEi.rly resolved as in the case of 

'l'he distrib0tion th~: t we have obt.c.dned might equally 

well be the shape of a 11 simplett spectrum. 11here is however 

a hump in the distribution \ind_icuted by the arr 1JW) v;hlch 

If this hump were ·instrumental 

or statistlcel, that is, if in reality ther~ were n~ such 

ht.lillp, then the true ci.lstributi . .:m wouJd hBve to miss about 

six adjacent intervals nerr the peak of the distrlbu~ on.* 

'rhe errors given in 1'1 ig. 18 are what we have cal.led the 
0.8 errors and are about twlce the probable errors. 

The 0.8 errors give e.n interval such that the chance of 
the true value lying within the interval is 0.8. :B'or the 
probable errors, the chance that tne true val1ie lies within 
the int~rval is 0.5. 

L. I. Schiff (41} provided the follovvi:n.g convenient table. 
Let P( oN,N) be the probability that the true vGilue of a 
quanti t:y determined by N counts lies between N -r o. l~ and 
N - b N. If x is defined by 

L::.. N .,,. x / 2N then x is given for different 
values of p by 

p 
x 

.CJ 
1.163 

.8 

.906 
.7 
.733 

.5 

.477 
If' the N counts are obtained by counting for 'I' minutes the 
error in the number of counts per mJnute wlLL of course be 
e> N/T. 

The values of x given above are the limits of integration 
on Gauss's error integral for which the area under the error 
function is equal to P. is 

In using the .8 errors, therefore, it/quite unlikely that 
the true distribution fails to pass through more than two or 
three of the intervals out of every ten points. 
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'11he omission of a smullel' number- of' points mlght, of co a·se, 

alter the -shape of the distribution but it wou)d not chenge 

the necessity of assuming either an unusual shape for a simple 

spectrum or thut our distribution consists of two spectra. 

'rhe F'ern1i (42) plot of the distribution, shown ln Fig. 

24, supports t:ne roncl:i.sion that there a.re two spectra whose 

upper limits differ by about 100 kev. This Fermi plot 

indicatPs that there is still a third and weaker sDectrum 

whose upper limit is 0.6 mev. The interpretation of this 

11 tail 11 is open to the same ambiguities as those that we have 

discussed in connection with the Th C-C' and the Nl3 spectrum. 

The Fermi theory ma;y be far from cor•rect so tJ:1':t we cannot 

place too much weight on its implications. Even if the 

tail is real and not instrumental, __ we would not be forced 

to co.nsider it as du.e to an independent spectrum. Our whole 

distribL1tion may be thtcit of a simple spectrum despite the dis

tinct com:)ononts indicated by the Fermi plot. 

'l'he Gamma Rays mf Na22 

To investigate the ga:m.ms rn;ys emitted by Na22 we used a 

thick target \all of the available sample) on top of a 12 

mil lead strip, 2 x 20 mm. The NaCl was held in place on 

the lead by wettlng it with some very dilute shellac. This 

lead re coil electron generator, has a stopping power of about 

?00 kev. so that electrons wh.:;_ch are ge11erated in the toD layers 

of it ~Jill be slowed down by the le ad and thus be me 1:-1S ured 

as electrons oi' from 3u0 to 700 kev less energy, depending 

on their initial energy. 'lhus the le ad generator acts as 

a nthick target 11
• For the purpose of finding gamma rays, 
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whose ene;t•gJI is to begin v'li th comDletely unknown, such a 

thick target is much more satisfactory, since the existence 

of a gamma rL-y is then evident over a broad range of field 

settings. 

We have examined the spectra of the rero il electrons up 

to 6 mev and have found nothing above l.o mev. The distri -

bution is given i~ Fig. 25. F'rom this figt1re it is -clear 

that there are two gamma rays at abc_;ut .1.3 and 0.5 ~v. 

The second of these is the annihilation radiation from the 

positrons. 

Discussion of Recoil Electron Distribution. 

The apparent co~11plexi ty of the recoil electron soectra 

is due to the fact that for one gamma ray we get two gro-i+i s 

of photoelectrons and a wide band of Compton electrons. 

The two gro-q:; s of photoelectrons are due to the phQto-effect 

in the K-shell of Pb and in the L-, M-, N-, m e_lls of Pb. 

Tbe ionization potentials are K ~ 90 kev, Li _,,, 13 kev, 

Mi - 3 kev, Ni = 2 kev. The photo-effects from the L, 

M, N, shells are not resolved. 

At first sight one would e:xp ect the photo-effect distri -

bution to give a sharp rise in the number of counts 90 kev 

(the K- ionization potential) below the energy of the gamma 

ray and that the number of counts woula then remain onstant 

for lower energies. This picture is only aoproximately true 

for the 1.3 mev gamma ray and is not at all tvue for the 

0.5 mev annihilation radiati2n. Th~ exolanati0n of the 

dropping off of' the number oi' counts at lower energies is 

as follows: 
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The Hp interval which is collected at any value of Hp 

is about 2 percent of that Hp. Ther~fore, even if the dis-

tribu ti on of electrons against Hp were coiistant there would 

be a llnear decrease in the number recorded. This linear 
i 

decrease in the number of count~'can be seen in the case c£ 

the 1.3 mev gamma ray.. In the case of the 0.5 mev gamma 

ray, another effect also CD ntributes to tte decrease in the 

number of ceunts. If aL any value of Hp we collect a band 

of eJe ctrons which have lost 2 percent of tli s Hp these electrons 

must have been ejected by the gamma ray from a layer of lead 

whose thickness is just that in which electrons lose 2 per-

cent of their momentum, Hp being proportional to momentum. 

'11his thickness is of course a function of the momentum of 

the electron. For high energy electrons the range varies 

almost linearly and not very rapidlJJ with momentum, while 

for low energy electrons this variation is much more rapid 

and is no longer linear l43). Thus if we considered a sur -

face layer of Pb, of thickness t, such that electrons will 

have lost 10 kev. in tbi s layer,and then CD nsider a layer 

in the Pb, at a P.epth, x, of thickness t, the electrons from 

the front of the layer will have travelled a distance x while 

those from the back will have travelled a distance x +- t, 

These two gro~ s wi 11 now differ in energy by much more the_n 

10 kev. By the time the:y have reio\ched the surface layer 

t, they will have both been slowed down say to 0.3 mev, so 

that in the same layer, t, they will now lese much more energy. 

Thus at 300 kev, not only 'do we collect a smaller spread of 
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momentuJn, but electrons vvi th the same spread in momentum 

have been gei1erateci ln a much thinner layer of .Pb than those 

at 500 kev. 

Relative Intensity of 0. 5 mev and 1. 3 mev Gamma Rays. 

'I'he dis tri bu ti on shown in :B'ig. 21 was obtained with a 

l mil copper foil separatlng the counters fr-:>m the vacuum 

ln the s~1e ctrograph box. This foil has a stopping power 

for electrons of' about 150 kev SD that some of the electrons 

at 420 kev were absorbed in the foil. 'I'hese losses would 

have to be corrected in determining the relative intensities 

of the 0.5 and the 1.3 mev gamma rays. 

It ~s extremely difficult to correct for these losses 

since they arise frorn two different processes. Some of the 

electrons are actually stO,''ped or reflected in the foil 

while other·s are merelJI scattered. The data on absorbtion 

therefore obtained by other men such as lvladgwick (44), or 

Varder \45j, or ~chonland (46), is not applicable unless 

the;y not only use the same absorbing material, but also 

collected the electrons with the same solici angle as vve do. 

VJe therefore, tried to calibrt::ite our 1'oil by usirig the :1{nown 

relative intensity of some of tlie lo'; energy Th C nnd C" 

gamma rays. 'I'he internally converted electrons from tbe se 

gaimna rsys have been measured chotogruphically by Ellis t47). 

They are, however, super lrric.osed on a verJ; in tense co oti nuous 

bete raj spectra and it is therE:;fore diffic1il t to obtain 

relisble intensity measurements with counters. 

vve, therefore, . abandQneu tiw effort to calibrate our 

copper foil snd inste8d replact:od it with a cellophane f:.:>il 
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with a ·stopping power of 4G kev r::.nd repetited tre re asurements 

on the intent>i ty of the photo-effect for the two lines. 

Our results are glven in Fig. 26. 'l1he thicl.c b1rget completely 

obliterates the Compton effect from the O.b mev annihilation 

radi.ation. 

'l'o calculate the relbtive intensity of the 0.5 anci the 

1.3 mev gBlmna rays we must take into account the follo,ing 

facts: 

1) 'r.t1e photo-effect is different for the two 

energies. 

2) The spread in Hp is Jifferent for the two 

energies. 

3) 'Ehe layer uf Pb in v;hlch electrons lose the 

same amount of energy is different. 

4) 'Two quanta are emitted for every po_si tron 

annihilated. 

The calcQlations are given below. 

mc 2 

426 

-208 

218 

Actual intensity of electrons. 

1.3 mev 

counts/min. Peak of K Line 1LJ:2 counts/min. 

counts/min. Head of' K Line - 6b.5 

* 6 76.5 ±. 2.5 

Width of energy b& nd co lle ctea by slit 

at one field setting 

10 kev 26 kev 
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Calculation of relr:<tive intensity 

of O.bl end 1.3 mev g2mma rays \cont.) 

Energy loss per cm. in lead 

for electrons of 

mc 2 1.3 mev. 

l.'±b mev/gr/cm2 1.1 mev/gr/cm2 

Layer in which electrons lose 

10 kev 26 kev 

-3 2 6. 'J x 10 mgs/ crn 24 x 10- 3 mgs/cm2 

Photo-electric coefficient 

by fiead 1 s empirical formula. 

1.018 0.188 

Number of 1.3 rrev quanta psr 0.51 mc,v quanta 

76.5 x 6.'J x 1.018/218 x ~4 x 0.188 ""' 0.55 

~~umber of 1.3 mev quanta per positron. 

2 x 0. 55 '=' 1 .1 

·In tli s calculation the differ ere e in tte an gulur aniso 

tropy of the photo-effect at 1.3 nnd O.t;l mev has n:it been 

taken into account. 'l'hi s correction has been oml tteJ. bee nus e 

it vv-ill be small. 'I're Pb generator is in co '1tact with the 

i'-Ia.22 and thus subtends a large 0ue<;""'-E;. 

The ratio of the number of 1.3 mev quanta to the number 

of positron~ is then 1.1 i 0.1. 

'l'he el3 ctroscopic acl.tvity of' our Na22 source was the 

same as that of about 0.1 me. of radium. Ua ng Gurney 1 s ( tlCJ) 



value of b ga11LKl_ rsys for evcl',, al:Jha p,.rtlcle of .l-L, our 

· about 6.108 , 1.3 mev t source gives gam,na re_;ys per mLnu e. 

Using Read's value of 0.19 as the photo-electric cross sec-

ti on per cm., an.i taking into account, 

1) OnlJ7 one-half of the gamma rays go through 

the lead generator. 

2) A solid angle of 5. lo-3 

3) r:t1he electrons are generated in a· 12.yer in 

whlch they lose 26 Kev. 

4) The gamma rays, since the Na22 is in contact 

with the lead,, traverse this layer obliquely 

as well as perpendicularly. 

'Jve wo ulu expect to get about lL{J electrons )er minute from 

the l.c mev line. Actually we get 76. 'l'he o_greement is 

not ver~· good but is certainly satisfactory. 

'I're last effect l 4) was taken into account b~y multiply-

ing the thickness of' the layer of Pb in which 1.3 mev electrons 

lose 2 percent of their energy by 4. b which is approximately 

the average of cosecant over the angle subtended at the source 

by the Pb generator. The valLle L_Lb neglects the angular 

anlsotropy of the photo-.effeet. 

Summary of Na22 

If the separation of the two components of the positron 

spectra is 100 kev as indicated by the Permi intercepts, 

then we should have detected this 100 kev gamma ray by the 

recoil electrons from the lead generator. If, however, the 

separation of the tv110 c 1.J:nponents is onlJ about bO kev, as 
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suggested by the separBtion of the peak and the hump of the 

distribution, then these recoil electrons vvould have been 

almost wholly absorbed in the cellophane foil below the 

counters. vle hope to repeat this experiment in the near 

fu:ture with a still thinner f'oil between the cou(1ter t-0cn=.. the 

box, and also to look for bO or h O kev internal Jy converted 

electrons f'rom the source. If we fail to f'i nd el ther the 

gamma ray or> the internally converted electrons it will be 

difflcul t to believe the suggested complexi t-y of the ·os~t tron 

spectrum. 

The comparison of the relative intensities of artn-Lhila-

tion radiation ana 1.3 mev gam.'a rs)'S is of interest because 

of its bearL1g on the process o:t· K-capture. 

There are two possibilities for the decay of a radio-

active positron emitter. 1 t may either emit a nosl tron and 

a neutrine vhich share the energy in a continuous manner, or 

it may capture one of the orbital K electrons emitting a 

neutrino of fixed energy. In the first case 0.51 mev of 

tlIB decay energy is usc:::;d in creating tne positron, while 

in the second case an additional 0.51 mev is added to tre 

decay energy which is carried away by the neutrine. 'rhis 
. pPObaQili ty Of the 

1 mev extra energy makes the/K-c8pture process comparB.ble 
that of 

with/the pas i tr(Jn decay process for low energy spectra, and 

in some cases the K-capture ma:y occur when positron decay 

is energeticall~ impossible. 

Willy.s Lamb (4'd) has calculated the ratio, M, of the 
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number of K electrons caotured to the numbeI' of positrons 

emitted.. 'l'he ratio M depends o:a the part !_culr.r form of' the 

coupling of the electron-neutrino fi. sld ,11th the nuclear field, 

and in addition, on the ch;.:inge in the total angular momentum 

of the nucleus during the rBd.Loactive transition. 'i1he fol-

lowing table gLves the values of M obtained by Lamb using 

the Fermi and the K-U (56) i:msatze, for ~.£ = 0, arid. 1. 

These V8l1;ies were calculated for sodium 11 and the upper 

limit energy of 0.5 mev. 'l1he exnerlmental value for the 

endpoint of the positron distrib;Jtion is 0.55 mev. 

'l'able 4 H 
.D..~ J:<' K. U. 

0 1.2 4.7 

1 2.1 30.4 

Our velue of 1.1 is in good agreement with the value 

he has obtained en the basis of the Per'mi theory.with'Dl:;. O. 

We cannot be certain, bow ever, thet this value of 1.1 

is really the K caoture ratio, for this involves the as sump -

tion ttrnt the 1.3 mev gamma ray is given off only in the case 

of K capture • That is, it involves the assuujtption that when 

a posi tr-ln is given off the resultant neon nucleus is left 

in the ground state, while vvhen a K electron is captured, 

the neon nucleus is left in an excited state of 1,3 mev. 

'l'he remalning 0. 5 mev wo llld then be carried awaJ bJ7 the 

neutrlne. 

Although this assumtion is reasonable it is not inevitable. 
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'rhe gamma ra'J fnay either be associated with both K captt1re 

and oositron emission or onl-y with positron emission. lt 

would perhaps be worth while to record the number of coinci

dences between a counter placed at trie source and one collect-

ing the posi tr.::i11s. 'rhe number of re ndorn co incl de.rices· would 

be high but it would be e:ossible, with the proper geometry, 

to deter·mine whether the emission of a gamma ray were· coinci-

dent vvlth the emissiori of a positron. 'I'he annihilation 

radiation would CD ntribute to tre random CD incidences but 

not to the true ones slrice a positron would not be both 

recorded arld annlhil& ted in the tar·get. 

he did not per· form this ex•::eriment, however, because it 

would have involved a cons i derHble ch~inge in our set-up 

and bees.use Dr. Alvarez plans to oerform a more re lit,ble one. 

He will measure soectrosco:::ically the amrmnt of neon·aeveloped 

by the deca;] of the Na22 am compare this to the number 

of positron.s emitted. by the source. 'l'hese measurements 

wilt, of course, give a val1J.e for the K capture retio which 

although probably not very accurate, will at lea.st distlnguish 

between the three possibilities mentioned above, thus making 

deflni te the a:··plication of our rro re accurate verJme for the 

relative ga:nma ray intensit.i.es. 

Radium E 

In Fig. 27 we have given the distribution of electrons 

near the end-point of Ra b. rrhe me8.sured distribution has 

been corrected by cilv.i..ding the ordinates by Hp. Our end-
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point of 5350 ~ 50 gauss cm. agrees with Lyman's (50) value 

of 5280 ± 20 gauss cm. The shape of' our distribution near 

the end-point is, however, not the same- as Dr. Lyman's. 

Ours flattens out considerabl;y more than his, shiv'\il ng a more 

pronounced ntail tr. The difference, however, is not v-ery 

great and is perhaps due to our greater resolving power. 

Phosphorous32 

In Fig. 28 we bsve given :mr and Lyman's (50) distrlbu

tion for the end-point of the P32 electron spect~a. Our 

value for the end-point of 7150,gauss cm. agrees exactly 

with his. In this case our distribution is steeper than 

that of Lyman. But this steepness is misleading since 

02 we were unable to obtain a really thin target of P • Our 

samole was made by bombardment with 2 mev deuterons on the 

Berkeley cyclotron and was in the form of so di um acid ohos-

phate mixed with a large amount of non-rBdioactive phosphate. 

In order to obtain sources of sufficient intensi t-y t.rle;y had 

to be 0.05 to 0.1 mm. thick, thus cl owing down the 1.7 mev 

electrons about 50 kev, and making the clistribution at the 

end-point a;)pear steeper than it really is. 

rrhe Fermi and K-U plots of the beta-rB:j ~-pectra according 

to the formula 
J.-

~ y- .. K{ri: ~~~*"+ - - Ji r Jf;: L 
are not very sensitive to the shape o:f the spectra. 

32 
vie have 

plotted our P results according to these two methods. 

The results b_re identical with those of L-yman, the Fermi 

plot giving a straight line near the end-point while the 
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K-lJ plot is rm rked.ly concave towarus the c1rlgin. 

Discussion of Phos9horous32 and Radium E. 

The agreement of our value for the end-point of p32 

and Ra E with that of Lyman, as we have already mentiop.ed, 

gives considerable credibility to the tr,lls that we ht::tve f'ound 

for most of our distributions. At least it is hard to under-

stanci this Bgreemeut if the "tails 11 are instrumental, since 

our spectrograµh differs considerably from thot of Lyman. 

On the other hand, in the two cases where an 'Lnder)endent 

value for the energy of the end-point exists, i.e. in the 

case of irh C-C' and Nl3 we have bee~ forced to adopt very 

artificial and unsatisfactory ass um pti ,-,ns about the levels 

of the nl3 and Th-Pb nuclei to account for the "tails.,, 

that is for the high V' lue for· the PDd po:L1t of the continuous 

beta ray s1:::iectra. 

'11he ,1uestlons and amblgui ties opened b-;y this preliminary 

work can only be solved by further experiments. 

Yet it is evident, 6Ven fro,·1; the incomplete set of exneri

ments thDt we have described, t 1·1at many and probHbly most 

bet1:1 ra;y spectra o.re complex. .l t is not surpri3. ng, there-

fore, that tne distrlbutions higherto obtairled do not fit 

the dls tr lb11tion predicted by trie simple theory of Fermi. 

Purthe1more, it is evident, since the ground state of a radio

active nucleus can decay to various states of the ua1lghter 

nucleus, trw t the deca:y constant depends n;Jt only on the upper 

limit and. on Z but must VHry in a somewhat irreg.ilar manner. 

The allowed radic~ctive tr~~sfrr~1ti0n wjth the greatest 
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energy :11111, it is tru.e, be the major factor in determining 

the decay constant, but the other possible transformation 

will also contribute to the decay of the psrent nucleus. 

In concl·.1ding we will simply enurner;:ite some of' the fur-

ther exuer·iments whicn this preliminary w~)rk has sugge:ated. 

VALUE OE' T1Hic; EiW lOINT 
a 

1) We must obtain/very stroug source of p32 

or Ra E. It is possible that withs. stronger 

source we mE1y find a tail extending beyond 

the present vaiue of our end point. 

2) VJe must examine the region at the head of 

the 'rh .Pb. internal conversion line. he 

ma-y find evidence of a tail, produced by 

the line itself or being a continuation of 

the "tail'' which occurs behind the line .. 

3) wle must determine more accurately the hulf -

life of the wl3 end point distribution, or 

see if the tail disap'::ears wben we use a 

diamond, and thus a Nl4 free, target. 

4) We must try to find whether or n'.)t the Nl3 

tail, and thus the excited N13 state, 

disaP'Jears when the bombarding energy is 

lowered. This exneriment is difficult 

to per·form sitJce thA excitation function for 

the production of Nl3 from cl2 decreases so 

rapidl~ with the 2nergy of bombardment. 

5) wVe must comp!::!re the positron distrlbution 
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and the gamma rays of e11 (52) and 015 

with those of N13. If our value for the 

ell end point agrees with the V81Ue obtained 

from the Q of the reaction, ro nsider&.ble 

credence would have to be given to our VRlue 

for the N13 end point. 

6) We must alter the position of the b1:3.ffJes 

and the material around the source to see 

if any change in the relutive ii1tensl ty of 

the 11 tails" an;i the rest of the distribu-

tion is produced. 

GAMMA RAYS AND CONlP LEX 8PECTRA 

1) We must look for a low energy gamma ray or 

internally converted electrons from 

to determinelivhe tller the positron sre ct rum 

is complex or not. 

2) We must try to resolve the broad group of 

N13 recoil electrons, determine their h8lf -

life, 2nd in addition look for internally 

rorwerted electrons produced in the source. 

Although the experiments outlined above will probably 

remove most of the ambigu_i ties th1::1t vve have c:;nsidered, the 

more generel questions about beta r&y s-pectrE1, wh:tch motivated 

our work at the outset, will only be partially 8nswered. 

Among our future experiments we would like to include 

an investigation of the high energ-;;1 electron spectra of 

Li 8 ( 57) and Bl2 ( 58) and al so of ro me of the allowed and 
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non-allowed spectra of the heavier elements. Vue hope that 

these experiments will make clear the role played by the 

many factors that determine the shapes of beta ray sp6ctra, 

and thus that they will ultimately throw mor·e light on the 

nuclear processes in beta-rau.io-actlve transformB.tions-. 
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Calculation of the intensity distribution produced 

by a finite source of monocllromatic electrons. 

1) POIN'l' SUlJHCE 

ln a uniform field, H, electrons travel in a circle-of 

radius, f , such that: 

Hf= me l 

l l - f 2 )-2 ""' e M 

where M is the component of the momentum perpendicular 

to H. 

Let us consider only those electrons emitted by the 

source in a plane perpenaicular to H. 

Let y ~ 0 be the lower limit of the magnetic field in 

which the source and detector are plB.ced. Let the 

source be at x =- f _ , y -= 0. Then we will calculate the 

nu_mber of electrons per unit length falling on the negeti ve 

x-axis. e.g. the blackening along the x-axis of a photograr_friic 

plate in the x-z plane. '1 

rrhe equation for all circles going thruugh the source is 

(x-a) 2 + (y-b) 2::f p 2 , with x-=f when y ~ 0 

or in polar cJordinates with the same origin, 

l r cos ~ -a) 2 + (r sin cf -b) 2 = f 2 

when ~ :: 0 then r ::: f 



so that 2 - 2ar + (a2 b2) f 2 or b2 = 2ar a2 r ¥ ::. - • 

Using this value of b, we get, when i.f:::. Tl 

b2 + r2 1- 2ar i- a2 ""f 
2 

r"' f- ).<>.. s~ ,.. >o 

If the electrons let:-1Ve the source at all angles, 
' 

with the normal to the plane y O, from!J::::- _r to 

b-:. -t .:ir , the center of all the paths of the electrons le::iving ... 
the source will lie on a circle of radius f whose center 

is at the source. 

Then a ::. f l l - cos &- ) • 

f l2 cos/J" -1) 

Thus when f -=- Tl , r .:::: ( f -2a).::. 

Therefore, for any value t7 the electrons emitted at + &-

and - tJ- will fall on the same point of the photo-ple.te. 

B'or a point s ollrce, no electrons starting at different V8lues 

of l &I will fa Ll on the same point of' the photo-plate. 

If the antle at vvr1lch the electrons leti.ve the so,1rce is 

limited to some value &o by a slit near the source, then 

the band on the photo-plate will be limited to 2 ,P (1 - cos &o ) 

, 
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in width. ln our case and the band is 2 percent 

off • 

' ·J'le must now calculate the density per unit r which is 

produced by a uistribution of electrons isotropic in b" at 

the source. 

Let the number per unit {)- be n 

'rhe number in dr will be nd tr' 
== err-

n 
2 f sin&-

since r -:::. f ( 2 cos {7" - 1) 

1rhus the densi t;; D~ r), or the blackening per unit r is 

( 1 ) D(r)-:. n 
( 4 f 2 - ( r +fJ 

Let us now consider a socJ.rce of zero length perpendicular 

to the paper and of width t 0 along the x axis. 

For any point, t 1 , of our source there is an angle, CJ 1 , 

such that r( if 0,0) = r( g, t') 0 

Thus for these values of {f 0, &-- 1 and t 

2fcosf}-0 -f::. 2fcos/}-'' -f -t 

or t== -2f\cosf/"0 - cos&-1 ) and costr' ::= coslf0 + ~f' 

As before, the densit-y due to the electrons leiwing the source 

at (t', ()- 1 ) will be: 

d (rt &- ) ndt = .::. 
2/J sin&-- 1 

ndt 
2 /> { 1 - (cos 8- 0 +- t/2 

ndt 
~[~---,-(~~r-.. -1°~-+~-t~,~)}~ 

fr 

However, the density at some valtrn of r will in this case 

also get contribt1tions from cle ctrons which leave the 

source at t <. t 1 and the corresponding . t7) {)- 1 • For 

any value of r there will be contributions to the density 
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for all values of t S: tr ::: ;O - r. For tr &- 1 "' O. 

Since t
0
is the largest value t can take 

( 2) 

= 

ndt 
f '-±f 2 - ( r i- f "t 

ndt 
{4f> 2 - lr r f T-

cos- 1 (r ._ f' t- to) for f - r ;;. t
0 1/.f 

for 

)- -

vve must nov: consider the distribution produced by a source 

of finite length, 1 0 , perpendicular to the plane of the paper 

as well as of' f'inlte breadth, t 0 • 

Let us consider onl;y the density along the center of the 

photo-plate, that is along the negative x-axis. Electrons 

with a given ( f)-, t, M) which start from some point of the 

source not on the x-axis will fall on the photoplate ne0.rer 

the origin than those starting with the same ( IJ-, t,M) but 

from a point of the soiree on the x axis. 

'rhe electrons still have the sa.me momentum, M, but 

the projection of M on a plane perpendicular to H is smaller. 

'l'hus the projection of their paths on this plane will be a 
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circle whose radius Al though the he ad of the line 

\ 11.-ill be at -x ~ p
0

, the maximum number of electrons will 

fall at a sma.ller valu.e of x than in the case where .1
0 

:: O~ 

Although we will calculate only the distribtJtion slong the 

-x axis The source will in reality produ.ce a line on the 

plate.· 1he hesd of this line will.be straight and par8llel 

to the z axis at x -= - fl 0 • But the line will appear curved. 

At the center of the line the minimum velue for the radius 

of the projected circle, f , will be 

J p; - ,Q; . 
vVhile at the edges of t~ne line, the minimum v'alue of 

will be j P; - 4 J_ ~ - 'l1hus the maximum density will be 

further from the he ad of the line, x .,,. - f 0 , at the edges 

than at the center. 

vie must, to get the distribution along the x axis, add 

up the aistributions of electruns which leave the source 

at different po .Lll ts ( Q , fl', t, ) • We can replace J. with the 

angle f since the.re is only one value of .R. for any value 

of r for which the electrons will fall on the x axis at the 

photoplate. ~ince the electrons are emitted lro tropically 

in r the number reRChing the -X axis per unit .e. will not 

be constant but will vars as cos'( • 

In our case J.. 0 ~ 5 mm., t 0 :::: 2 mm., 2 P 0 .:: 400 mm. 

~Ve h8Ve neglected the Variation in COS<( as ..R.. goes from 0 

to £, 0 , i.e. we have taken the number of electrons emitted 

per unit ,l as constant. 

As a further slight approximation we have a:ided together 

the distrib11tions uue to a source of width t 0 with radii f 
J I 
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varying from f> 0 to ~- • More correctly we should 

hGVe added together tne distrib 1tions croduced by so11rce of 

idth t 0 /cos if Here also, we have neglected the 

variation in cos ~ 8.nd nave set cos I( == 1. 

Setting r : xp 

t :. mp 

· j p; ~ I_ ~ - sp 

we get for the density D( r;t0 , R.. 0 ) the following integruls \vi th 

the a propriate limits of integrstlon. 

Dr. ll +. ;"" ,._ -'(''"t-'°) '(' k,_ (XI ? /1-s-... ~,Ko,"<>) :: '-Q.,) ~I}(; V·-, 
/>, rf ,o-J. f;.<J 7 I - ""'-
o 

4-f., 
;;:. I ,,,, -· t~n "-t /)<I f:. /I - 6 ..,_ 

}X/ ) 1-i..._ 
(3) 

~ -~ 
= J 4n ~'?-;+-) J,f - I ~-lc.t+f +hJ 

f. '1--f i! 1-f 

r /x) & ~ 

( x.J ~ }-'-'1_. 

'rhus we get tne follo1·,ing expressions for D (~;t;_,.£.) 

5 .._,_ J ""~C?f) J; , p 0.-, -!:;1 J I --f: ~ {j ;(- (!-•ft .... , ::; ..>: J I 

0 (1-4,P.)~ f,, [Y>-J- 1 J~)C - )(Coo-'~ I~~ ~[ '3 ~ 
)__ ~ 

f'-(Y-1 > fl-t;-
jx/ ) /- ; ~ I - 1?-t.. 
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-

In the curves given in Fig. 17 we have not used these analytLc 

expressions for D(rto e 0 ) but instead have performed the 
J ) I 

integrals l3) graohically. 

ln our spectrograph vrn have no photographic plate but 

instead have a slit. 'I'he distribution thrrt we obtain will 

then be a sort of microphotometer ct1rve of the photographic 

plate. i.e. we must pass a slit over the distribt.J.tion given 

b;y formula l 4) . This integration v1e hs;ve also done gr2phi -

cally, determining the area of the density curve under the 

s Ii t for various posi tio us of the slit. ' We have taken the 

points by moving the slit 0.1 percent of f at a time. 

The scale of the distribution of course varieswith f 

getting narrower for smaller f Our proced,tre of passing 

the slit over the alstribution is thus not completely justifted 

since it neglects the co11tracting of the line as f> vBries 

from the outside to the inside of the slit. 

ln our case tne contraction is only 1 percent of the 

line width. As the line width is 2 percent of jJ , the con-

traction is negligible. 
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